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Attachment E : Executive Session Testimony of IV. David
Slawson and Wesley Liebeler.

SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1977
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOIII.IITTEE ON Mr, ASSASSINATION
OF JOHN F. KENNEDY OF THE SELECT

COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS.
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2359,
Rayburll House Office Building, Hon. Richardson Preyer (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Preyer, Dodd, Devine, McKinney, and
Famltroy.

Staff members present : G. Cornwell, E. Berning, Al . Wills, L.
Wizelman, D. Hardway, M. ~-lars, R. Genzman, B. Lawson, J. Facter,
K. Klein, J. Hess, W. Cross, and G. Robert Blakey .
Mr. PREYER . The committee will come to order. The Chair recog-

nizes lls. Berning, the clerk of the committee, to read for the record
the names of those Members who officially are designated to be on the
subcommittee today pursuant to committee rule 312.3 .
Ms . BERNINO. 11lr . Chairman, you and 11fr. Dodd are regular Mem-

bers of the subcommittee . -.NIr. Stokes will be substituting for 11Ir.
Sawyer. Air. -.NlcKinnev will be. substituting for '-Nlr. Thone. Mr. Faunt-
rov will be substituting for Mrs. Burke.
Mr. PREYEr,. Thank you.
-Air. McKiNNEY. Mr. Chairman, I move that we go into executive

session for today's hearing and one subsequent day of hearing be held
in executive session since on the basis of information obtained by the
committee, the committee believes the evidence or testimony may
tend to defame or degrade people, and consequently section 2(K) (5)
of rule 11 of the Rules of the House and committee rule 3.3(5), require
such hearings be in executive session.
Mr. PREYER . You have heard the motion . I will ask the clerk to

call the roll.
Ms . BERNING. Mr. Prever.
Air. PREYED . Ave.
~Nls . BERN-IN-C.llr. McKinney .
Mr. MCKINxEY. Ave.
A1s. BERNIVC. Mfr. Fauntroy .
ill'. FAUN-Troy. Ave.
l ls . BERNING. Mr . V Dodd .
[\o response .]
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Ms. BFR-NING. Mr. Stokes.
[No response .]
Ms. BFRNING . Three ayes .
Mr. PRFYFR. The motion having carried, this hearing will be in exec-

utive session for the remainder of the hearing.
Our first witness today is Mr. Slawson. I will ask 111r . Slawson if he

will please come forward to the witness table, if you will be sworn.
Mr. Slawson, do you solemnly swear the evidence you are about to

give before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. SLAw oN. Yes.
Mr. PREYER. Thank you, Mr. Slawson. We appreciate very much

your being here today.
I understand that a copy of the committee rules have been given to

you prior to your appearance here today.
Mr. SLAwsox. Yes.
Mr. PREYF.R. Before beginning the questioning the Chair will make

a brief statement concerning the subjects of the investigation.
House Resolution 222 mandates the committee "To conduct a full

and complete investigation and study of the circumstances surround-
ing the assassination and death of President John F. Kennedv, in-
clttding determining whether the existing laws of the United States
concerning the protection of the President and the investigatory juris-
diction and capability of agencies and departments are adequate in
their provisions and whether there was full disclosure of evidence and
information among agencies and departments of the U.S . Government,
and whether any evidence or information not in possession of an
agency or department would have been of assistance in investigating
the assassination, and why such information was not provided or col-
lected by that agency or department and to make recommendations to
the House if the select committee deems it appropriate for amendment
of existing legislation or the enactment of new legislation."
Mr. Cornwell, you may now 'begin your questioning of the witness.

TESTIMONY OF W. DAVID SLAWSON, ASSISTANT COUNSEL, THE

WARREN COMMISSION

Mr. CORNwELL . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Slawson, basically we would like to ask you questions today

concerning your knowledge and perceptions of the workings of the
Warren Commission, questions dealing with its organization, the
state of mind of the Warren Commission staff attorneys, the nature
of any problems which the Warren Commission faced in conducting
its investigation and hopefully questions which will perhaps give us
an insight into what, if anything, we can contribute to the problems
which were faced by you and which have been debated over the years
since then.
Simply as a matter of back,irround will you first tell the committee

prior to your being hired at the Warren Commission what was your
professional experience?
Mr. SLAWSON . I was an attorney in private practice in Denver, Colo .

That really was the sum of my professional experience at that point
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in 1964 when I received the telephone call . I graduated from law school
in 1959 . I had been in practice that entire time .
Mr . CORNWELL. What had been the nature of your practice?
Mr. SLAWSON. General corporation andbusiness lawwith an empha-

sis on antitrust work .
Mr . CORNWELL . Who first. contacted you with respect to possible

employment at the Warren Commission?
Mr. SLAWSON. I have really forgotten. I think that it was Howard

Willens but I did not know him at the time . It was a stranger who
telephoned me, to my recollection .
Mr. CORNWELL. If you recall what was the nature of that first

conversation'?
Mr. SLAwsoN. He introduced himself as a staff member of the re-

cently formed Warren Commission and said that I had been recom-
mended highly to himby Tom Rhrlish, a classmate of mine at Harvard.
At the time I think I remember he was a special assistant to George
Ball, subsequently went into law school teaching, became a dean at
Stanford. In any event he asked me if I would be interested in coming
back for 3 to 6 months, I think was the time estimate. I thought I was
interested but of course I would have to check it with my employers
at the law firm and call him back . I did check with them and they
approved of my going. I called him back .
As Irecollect I was on my way in about 2 days .
Mr. CORNWELL.,When did you first begin work at the Commission?
Mr. SLAwsox. This was January. I don't remember the exact date .
Mr. CORNWELL. At the time you considered and ultimately did ac-

cept the offer for employment at the Warren Commission what, if
anything, did you know about the nature of the investigation at the
time?

Air. SLAwsox. I think just about nothing. I can't remember whether
the New York Times published a front page article on the general
organization that the Warren Commission contemplated for its staff
before I received the call or shortly afterwards . In any event I do re-
member reading the New York Times article before I got to Washing-
ton and thinking on the way which one of the five or six sections I
would want to be emploved in . As it turned out the first day they of-
fered me was the one I thought I would be most interested in, so that
wasavery happy coincidence.
Mr. CORNWELL. Was there anything in the New York Times article

which you can now recall other than a general description of the or-
ganization of the staff?
Mr. SLAWSON. No ; not that I can recall .
Mr. CORNWELL. Then when you arrived on the job what discussions

did you have at that time and with whom concerning the scope of what
wouldbe your responsibility?
Mr. SLAWSON. As I recollect, I showed up in the morning at the

building that they had set aside for theWarren Commission, reported
to J. Lee Rankin, and of course introduced myself to him . He just after
a fewbrief words said that the area of interest that they thought about
for me was the foreign area and would I be interested in that . That,
as I said earlier, was theone Imost wanted to get into and of course I
said yes, andthere was no further discussion on that .
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I can't remember when I learned that my senior lawyer workingwith me would be William Coleman. It would have been at that timeor later. In any event I was assigned to the office, introduced to theother staff memberswhowere there andbeganworking.
i-Tr. CORNWELL. With respect to statements made to you concerningthe fact that you would be working in the foreign area what did they

describe to you wouldbe the objective of your work?
Mr. SLAWSON . Two things. The possibility of foreign conspiracy,

foreign involvement . I have reread part of my old memos and I noticeI used the words "foreign involvement" because it was a broader term .
I have forgotten whether that was the way it was first given to me.
And second, a simple narrative of everything that Lee Harvey Oswald
or anyone else connected with him, like Marina, did while they were
abroad.
Mr. CORNWELL . Were there any statements made to you initially

concerning the fact that the staff was in any way restricted or con-
fined to anything narrower than the general assignment, that you
were to investigate the possibility that the assassination had been
related to a foreign conspiracy ?
Mr. SLawsox .No ; I don't think so .
Mr. CORNWELL. What was your understanding at this point in time

either from statements made to you during the hiring process or from
any other source, if there was any, concerning the reasons that the
Warren Commission had been formed?
Mr. SLawsox . I can't remember any particular statements other than

those I have just related to you. Of course, the whole country knew that
it was to investigate the assassination of the President and determine
the facts as to what happened and who was responsible so far as we
could.
Mr. CORNWELL . To ask the question in reverse, would it be accurate

to state that you had been given no specific information and had no
impressions concerning the question of why it was that a special
Presidential Commission was formed, as possibly contrasted to other
alternatives for investigating the same event?
Mr. SLawsox . I had no special instructions or information on that.
Mr. CORNWELL. What, if anything, can you recall from, say, the

very early staff meetings concerning the objectives of the in-
vestigation?
Mr. SLAWSON . The only thing that I can remember other than

what I have already told vou which was that it was to be as deep
and broad an investigation as we felt necessary to ascertain the truth,
there was some talk at the beginning within the staff and I believe
there were, I can't remember, outside comments-they may have been
from newspapers or somethinz, I don't know-to the effect that since
Lee Harvev Oswald was obviously a prime suspect and since he was
dead and t}ierefore would not be subject to normal trial procedures,
that perhaps we should appoint some portion of the staff, or perhaps
even the Commission itself, as a defense, in other words, run a mock
adversary proceeding at some point.
We talked about that possibility at some length and I think very

seriously considered it and ultimately decided not to follow it . I can't
remember all the reasons why. Part of it was practical, it just did not
seem a feasible thing, in effect to have the prosecution and the defense
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working together within the same building and using the same in-
vestibatory agencies . It just did not seen, to be something that would
work very well .
Mr. CORN-WELL. You mentioned in your answer just then that you

had told us that the objective was to state tl,e truth. I believe perhaps
in our informal conversations you went into more detail on the subject
matter than you have given the committee. AVhat can you recall specifi-
cally of such conversations?
Mr. SLAWSON . I think it is hard to remember 13 years ago what the

timing of all these things was but among the staff members tlleni-
selves, like when I talked to Jim Liebeler and Dave Belin and Bert
Griffin particularly we would sometimes speculate as to what would
happen if we got firm evidence that pointed to some very high official ..
It sounds perhaps silly in retrospect to say it but there were even
rumors at the time, of course, that President Johnson was involved .
Of course that would present a kind of frightening prospect because
if the President or anyone that high up was indeed involved they
clearly were not going to allow someone like us to bring out the truth
if they could stop us.
The gist of it wasthat no one questioned the fact that we would still

have to bring it out and would do our best to bring out just whatever
the truth was. Theonly question in our mind was if we came upon such
evidence that was at all credible how would we be able to protect it
and bring it to the

	

roper authorities.
Mr. CORNWELL. Where did such conversations occur when you spec-

ulated about the possible repercussions of findings that you might ul-
timately come across?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Mostly at dinner at night. We would typically work

late, again I can't remember but I would say 9 or 9 :30, and then break
for dinner and go to some restaurant nearby together and have drinks
and sometimes we would kind of relax at the end of the daythere. That
would be most of the time .
During the office hours, of course, that kind of speculation wasn't so,

common. We were each busy with our separate tasks.
Mr. CORNWELL . Were there conversations like that of the possible

repercussions from the nature of your investigation which went to
matters other than the possible uncovering of evidence that President
Johnson could have been involved? Were there other types of things
you considered?
r Mr. SLAWSON. When I said higher-ups I would include the people
high up in the organization, the FBI and CIA too. Everybody was of
course a possible suspect. If it had been, say, a CIA conspiracy orsome group within the CIA, then everything'I said about Johnson
would apply to them too. Anybody who was ruthless and determined
enough to carry out the assassination of their President obviously
would not stop at killing somebody else to cover up their tracks .
Mr. CORNWELL. What about the question of whether there was any

similar speculation in the field of the possible repercussions in inter-
national relations, particularly your field?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Well, that reminds me that later on, Ithink this kindof thing probably came up in the spring of 1964, March, April, aroundthere, my end of the investigation went into following up some possible
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leads. I have forgotten their nature but they were very speculative
but we were following them up as best we could about the anti-Castro
Cubans. My interest in that possibility I think was especially strong
because it seemed to me on the motivation side to make sense.
My theory was that perhaps, one, the anti-Castro Cubans we knew

were very angry with Kennedy because they felt they had been be-
traved with the Bay of Pigs . Oswald on the other hand was identi-
fied publicly with Castro, he was pro-Castro. So, we felt that if some-
how the anti-Castro Cubans could have got Oswald to do it or done
it themselves but framed Oswald, either way, somehow put the blame
on Oswald, that they would achieve two objectives that they pre-
sumably wanted . One was revenge on Kennedy and the second would
be to trigger American public opinion strongly against Castro and
possibly cause an invasion of Cuba and overthrow of Castro, and of
course these people would be able to go back to their homes in Cuba
and not have to live under the Castro government . As I say, this
made a lot of sense to me and I think it was a hypothesis held in
mind for quite a while trying to see if the facts would fit it. Un-
timately they didn't .
Mr. CORNWELL. You focused on that area of inquiry and considered

the possible motives that would be connected with that group. Did
you likewise consider the possible international repercussions of in-
vestigations directed in that area?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Sure. What you meant by that of course there would

be an international repercussion that the United States would in-
v^cle Cuba but if it turned out that our investigation showed that
Castro was involved, which of course is another line of inquiry we
fnllewed through as thoroughly as we could, this would I think prob-
ably have triggered at the very least the downfall of the Cuban
Government .

I don't think that the American Government would have ever or
woidd todav stand by and upon proven charges that their President
had been killed at the order of some other government, would just
allow it to go by . They would either insist that the people in that
government be prosecuted or if they weren't I suppose we would
invade . So we thought we might be triggering a war with Cuba . But
again that was something that the chips would have to fall where
thev may.
Mr. CORNWELL . You told us initially in our conversations that pos-

sible repercussions of finding evidence of officials of the United States
being involved were discussed during conversations among various
members of your staff at your level including Redlich and Rankin .
Mr. SLAWSON . That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL . Would that also include the international reper-

cussions you have iust told us about?
Mr. SLAWSON . With Redlich, yes. With Rankin also yes but more

briefly. Rankin, you remember, was the boss of the whole operation .Consequently I had far fewer informal discussions with him. He wasmy superior. Also he was married andhad his family here and where-as most of the rest of us, I wasn't married at the time and those thatn-ere had left their families someplace else, so we spent a lot moretime together at meals and stuff than with Redlich and Rankin .
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Mr. CORNWELL . Did you discuss it with any members outside the
staff ?.Mr. SLAWGON . No.
Mr. CORNWELL . Did you discuss it with any members of the Warren

Commission?
Mr. SLAwsoN . That I can't remember. The only one I might have

would have been Allen Dulles . Allen Dulles and I became fairly close,
I think. He had aged quite a bit by the time he was on the Warren
Commission and was also sick . I have forgotten, he had some kind of
disease that made one of his legs and foot very painful . So he was not
effective sometimes, but when he was he was very smart and I liked
him very much. Because of my particular assignment, of course he
spent a lot of time with me. We talked informally quite a bit. That
may have included, probably did include, these kinds of conversations,
but I really don't remember specifically .
Mr. CoRNwEi.L . Prior to going to work for the Warren Commission,

did you have any experience at all with Federal agencies, any of them?
1NIr. SLAwsoN . No. Well, if you don't count Army experience. I was

in the Army before I went to law school . I spent about a third of my
time at a scientific research center.
Mr. CORNWELL . Did you from that or any other source have any ini-

tial impressions about the Federal agencies, FBI, CIA, about what
their predisposition might be toward this case, about their competency
or anything else you can tell us about?
Mr. SLAwsON.~NO ; I don't think I liad any predisposition other than

the general public awareness of these agencies . I suppose I had a little
bit more than the average person's knowledge about the CIA, very
slightly . My recollection is that the CIA when I was in college re-
cruited people, I mean they came on, they sent down people whowould
talk to students just like any other prospective employer . I don't know
if they still do that or not. I knew one or two people. in the class ahead
of me who by all accounts went to werk for the CIA, and it was some-
thing I briefly considered myself.
I decided to go on to graduate school and physics, and I never ex-

plored the CIA thing. But they had seemed tohire high-caliber people
out of my college . I was favorably disposed there. I understood im-
mediately that part of my assignment would be to suspect everyone .
So included in that would be theCIA and FBI.
Mr. CORNWELL . As soon as you began your work, what facts did

you uncover which may have given you an indication of the extent
to which the Warren Commission could rely on the Federal agencies?
Mr. SLAWSON. In general, I think the impression was a good one,

the extent to which we could rely . I remember I was almost over-
whelmed with the amount of information that every agency was
pouring into us . That seemed to me a good sign that everyone was
trying their best to give us all the information they could. I also,
though, quickly became aware that some agencies, presumably all of
them, were anxious not to appear in a bad light at all. Although I
don't think that I thought that any of them were actually withhold-
ing information from us, I did think that some were trying to put the
information they gave us in the best possible light, shading things in
their own favor. The State Department and the Immigration and
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Naturalization Service, for example, had a whole host of every com-plicated, legally complicated dealings with Oswald and Marina . Itwas my job to go back through all that and see whether it had beendone properly or whether there may have been some evidence of some-thing improper.
Maybe they let Oswald come back in the country when they shouldn'tor something like that. I think there was a lot of typical bureaucraticmixups . It is hard for these people to explain it later; they wereembarrassed . I don't think any of it after reflection, I am sure noneof it after reflection, showed conspiratorial involvement, but I thinkit did show a lot of bureaucratic mistakes .
Mr. CORNWELL . After working with the CIA, your impression re-mains substantially the same ; you thought you could trust them and

rely on them?
Mr. SLAWSON . Yes. I came to know one man particularly well, Ray-mond Rocca, and I came to like him and trust him both . The only

drawback I can think of-not really a drawback, I suppose, for some-
one in the CIA-is that I thought he was a little overly suspicious.
He obviously disliked Castro immensely . He was very emotional on
the subject. As I said, I would be surprised if a member of the CIA
specializing, as I think he had been, in Cuban activities didn't feel
that way.
My impression overall was very favorable of him. I thought he was

very intelligent and tried in every way to be honest and helpful with
me.
Mr. CORNWFLL. I assume you relatively quickly after beginning

work realized the basic findings, at least in the general sense, that theFBI had reached in a relative short period of time after the assassina-
tion . Would you have recognized the possibility then that there was
perhaps an agency predisposition to attempt to bolster those findings?
Mr. Sr,AwsoN . Yes, with the FBI especially, I think. The FBI had

prepared a thick file which to their mind disposed of the case, it seemed
like . Although my own involvement was not nearly as much with the
FBI as it was with the CIA, I nevertheless read the FBI file, which
was a good way of getting yourself introduced to the whole general
case .

I think it appeared to me, as it did to many people on the staff, tobe a competent document. But it was also self-serving, and you could
not read that and think that the FBI had ever made any mistakes orthere wasany serious possibility that they had.

So, we knew that particularly with the FBI, but I just assumedit was the case with anybody, it is human nature, that once having
committed themselves on any statement about what happened, they
would be defensive about it and not want to admit that they were
wrong. and also that they all had a strong interest in not being blamed
for not having adequately protected the President . We spent a lot
of time-although this was not my particular area-in trying to ascer-
tain whether the Secret Service, the FBI, and CTA in particular but
also the State Department and Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice, had done what they should have to see that the President was
protected against possible attack and, of course, Oswald in particular .
Mr . CORNWELT, . I would like to show you what has been marked for

identification as exhibit 22, if I might, Air. Chairman .
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J1r. SLAwsoN. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. Have you had a chance to review it prior to com-

ing here?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes ; although not very thoroughly . It turned out

to be even longer in detail than I remembered it .
Mr. CORNWELL. For identification, it is a document which initially

liad a stamped "Top Secret" at the top, which has been crossed out.
There is no date on it, and it reads at the top "Introduction." You
prepared the document?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes ; I should add that I did the first draft and Bill

Coleman then went over it with me. I don't remember what changes
ive made together, but we did make some . Then it went into the Com-
nlission, presumably through channels, which would be J. Lee Rankin .
Mr. CORNWELL . Would it be fair to state that the memo included the

1:ind of problems you encountered in effecting an investigation of the
foreign conspiracy?
Mr. SL>`wsoti . Yes.
JIr. CoRVwELL . Might we introduce the document into the record

and then ask the witness some questions about it?
Mr. PREYER. Without objection, exhibit 22 is admitted into the

record .
[The document referred to, marked JFh exhibit No. 22 and received

for the record, follows :]

JFK EXHIBIT No . 22

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic purposes of the Commission's investigation of the assassina-
tion of President Kennedy is to determine whether it was due in whole or in part
to a foreign conspiracy . The Investigation conducted by the section of the staff
responsible for the foreign aspect of the Commission's work leads to the conclu-
sion that there was no foreign involvement . Nevertheless, there is evidence which
points toward a possible conclusion of foreign involvement which we think should
be brought to the attention of the Commission for its independent evaluation .

The foreign countries most suspected in the public's mind are the Soviet Unionand Cuba. The Chinese communists and even Dladame Nhu's wing of Vietnam,
however, might also be suggested.' Likewise, the possible involvement of ex-
patriated anti-Castro Cubans, whether resident in the United States or in one ofthe South or Central American nations, is worth considering.
Firm evidence of a foreign conspiracy is obviously very hard to come by, sincethere naturally is the greatest attempt by the country involved to prevent dis-covery . Investigations that are dependent upon information voluntarily fur-nished by the foreign government involved, such as have already been under-taken with the Soviet Union and Cuba, are obviously not very helpful in uncov-

ering evidence of this type, because the foreign government will try to furnish
only that evidence which it believes to be nonincriminating . Nevertheless, eventhis kind of evidence can be of some use in assessing whether a foreign con-spiracy existed. This is because, first, the furnishing of the evidence, despiteappearances, is not quite "voluntary." In a case of the magnitude of this one,and in which the widely known facts already disclose important links with the
Soviet Union and Cuba, these governments are under considerable pressure to
render reasonable cooperation to the Government of the United States. If they
do not, they risk having public opinion swing strongly against them and conclude

3 11radame Nhu reportedly sent Mrs. Kennedy a very inconsiderate telegram shortlyafter the assassination and she has been reported in the public press as stating that theassassination of President Kennedy was only retribution for the killing of her huband, whichshe claimed was American inspired .
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that they are afraid to cooperate because the evidence will indeed incriminate
them . Second, once these governments conclude that they will furnish some evi-
dence to the Commission, the difficulties of falsifying the evidence they give are
considerable . They must realize that the Commission already possesses a great
deal of data against which the new evidence will be tested, and that the CIA has
additional facilities for this purpose which will be placed at the disposal of the
Commission. Moreover, if even only a small part of the evidence furnished is
found to have been fabricated, the entire body of new evidence will become
suspect ; and if this should happen, the adverse public opinion effects previously
mentioned would again come into play. For these reasons, we have concluded
that, on balance. i t was worthwhile to ask the governments of the U.S.S.R. and
Cuba to furnish the Commission with whatever evidence they could .

(It should also be pointed out that there is another reason why the Govern-
ments of Russia and Cuba have been asked to furnish evidence. The Commission
is primarily interested in ascertaining the truth, not just in "pinning the rap"
on someone, and therefore the two foreign governments mentioned must be re-
garded not only as objects of investigation, but also as parties who have a right
to be heard . They therefore should be given basically the same opportunity to
present evidence as has been accorded to the hundreds of other individuals and
institutions which have come into contact with Lee Harvey Oswald in one way
or another .)

Obviously, despite the fact that voluntarily obtained evidence is not com-
pletely useless even in judging whether a foreign conspiracy is involved, the
most valuable evidence for this purpose is that obtained through informers,
ordinary witnesses, electronic and mechanical spying devices and other means
available to American intelligence and investigatory agencies which are not
dependent upon the consent of the government being investigated . The bulk
of this memorandum will deal with this kind of evidence .
We think this separate memorandum for the Commission and the General

Counsel appropriate because the material covered in the final report to the
public will necessarily be somewhat more restricted . A good deal of the informa-
tion contained herein is Secret or Top Secret and therefore cannot be disclosed
to the American public at this time. In most instances this is not because of the
information itself but because of the necessity of protecting the method or
source for obtaining it . In other words, in the final report we can set forth the
facts, but we will not be able to demonstrate the reliability (or lack of reliabil-
ity) of these facts by showing their source. Moreover, in some cases even the
information itself must be withheld from the public . For example, the fact that
a Russian MVD employee may secretly have tried to warn Oswald not to
come to Russia, if disclosed, might result in the employee being severly punished
or even executed . Similarly, even disclosing the information gained from certain
wiretapping facilities would necessarily disclose the existence of the facilities,
where the nature of the information is such that we could not have learned it
except through these facilities .

A. "Foreign Involvement" defined

I. Some General Considerations

We have intentionally chosen the words, "foreign involvement," to describe
the problems with which we are concerned in this memorandum. The words were
chosen because they are extremely broad, covering everything from a compara-
tively innocent arrangement for propaganda purposes, such as, for example, an
agreement whereby Oswald might have served the propaganda purposes of the
Castro Government in New Orleans and Dallas in exchange for that government
paying his printing expenses plus some small additional compensation, to the most
serious kind of conspiratorial connection, as would be the case if a foreign power
had ordered Lee Oswald to kill John F. Kennedy . By "foreign involvement," how-
ever, we do mean something more concrete than simply emotional or ideological
influence . The Commission already possesses evidence, and indeed so does the
general public, that Oswald considered himself a Marxist and that he sympathized
wholeheartedly with the Castro regime : he openly spread pamphlets in its be-
half on the streets of New Orleans and he took its side in radio and television de-
hates . These facts have already been established, and they will be assumed, rather
than discussed, in this memorandum . The question to be treated here is whether
there was some reasonably close working relationship involving Oswald and a
foreign power or at least a group of men based in a foreign country .



B . "Agent for what f"
The popular discussion of the foreign-conspiracy problem, current in America

and especially common in the European press, deals most frequently with whether
Lee Harvey Oswald was an "agent" of some foreign power or domestic con-
spiratorial group. Discussing the problem in this manner is misleading, because
evidence that indicates that Oswald may have been one kind of agent is read by
the public to mean that he could_ have been an agent for almost any purpose, in-
eluding the assassination of the President, when in fact, upon closer analysis,
such would not be the case at all . It should be kept in mind that to conclude that
Oswald was or was not an "agent" is not enough ; it should always be asked, "an
agent for what?" For example, if it should be shown that Oswald was a paid
Soviet agent for the purpose of spreading Communist propaganda among work-
ers wherever he lived, this would of course be something in which the Commis-
sion would be greately interested, but it would not at all follow that the Soviet
Government should then be blamed for the death of the President.
More importantly for our purposes, the question, "Agent for What?" should be

kept in mind in order that the plausibility of our evidence can be tested . For
example, an assertion that Oswald was the agent of the Castro government for
the purpose of obtaining intelligence-type information in the United States is,
upon reflection, extremely unlikely . Oswald was a past defector from his coun-
try, lacked a completed high school education, was almost always confused in
his own mind about all sorts of things, was usually unemployed and when he was
employed, ordinarily worked as an unskilled laborer. Finally, he publicly espoused
Castroism and propagandized in its behalf. Under these circumstances, the use of
Oswald to obtain secret information for the Cubans, or indeed any information
which was not readily available to everyone through television or newspapers, is
preposterous. He could not conceivably have been permitted access to any such
material, even under the loosest security arrangements. On the other hand, his
circumstances and character to fit the criteria for an "agitator," propagandizer,
or even an assassin, for the Cuban government . It follows, therefore, that bits of
evidence pointing toward his being an agent for one of the latter purposes must
be taken seriously, whereas rumors to the effect that he was obtaining secret in-
formation for Castro should be given for less credence .
C . The overall relevance of political motive
A third factor which should be kept in mind throughout this entire memoran-

dum is the possible motives of the various governments and groups involved .
This obviously ties in closely with the previous discussion on the kinds of agent
Oswald mayhave been . Here, too, examples will show what we mean . Khrushchev
seems to have gotten along reasonably well with the late President and in
general seems to be sophisticated enough to have realized that the death of
President Kennedy and the succession to power of Vice President Johnson would
not result in any significant change in American foreign policy towards the Soviet
Union. Consequently, the Soviet use of Oswald as an agent to assassinate the
President is relatively unlikely . The same conclusion does not follow for the
Soviet use of Oswald as an assassination agent to kill other persons in the
United States, however. Even as recently as the late 1950's the Soviet Govern-
ment was using assassination as one of the methods to gain its political ends .
Two Russian Ukrainian anti-Communist leaders were murdered in Western
Europe by an agent of the KGB . This agent later got into trouble with his
superiors and defected to the West ; he told Western intelligence that before he
got into trouble he was in line for training in the language and customs of the
United States and the British Commonwealth countries, so that he could carry
on his work there. It is conceivable therefore that the Soviet Government has
agents in the United States at this time ready to kill when directed to do so
by their government. Once we accept this fact, the possibility that their network.
if it exists, included Lee Harvey Oswald must be fully explored. An analysis of
the possible motives of the Cuban Government is more difficult . The men who
make tip that Government are probably less coolheaded and rational than the
Russians . Simple retaliation, for example, is a motive which must be thoroughly
considered in dealing with Castro .
The foregoing discussion of motive is not meant to be exhaustive. We only

mention it here because it is extremely important and because it cuts across all
the other more specific and detailed evidence which will be taken up later, and
therefore should be kept in mind while reading all the following portions of this
memorandum . Where appropriate, we will bring up considerations of motive
again.



II . Involvement by the Soviet Union

A. The circumstances surrounding Oswald's entry into the Soviet Union in
October 1959 : Do they show that the Russians knew of his coming or that he
received help in planning his defection?

1. Possible Communist contacts while Osicald was in the Marine Corps-
While still in the United States Marine Corps, Oswald on September 4, 1959,
applied for a U.S . passport to travel abroad, which passport was issued on Sep-
tember 10, 1959 . Oswald listed as the countries which he intended to visit, Cuba .
Dominican Republic, England, France, Switzerland, Germany, Finland, and
Russia . Ile also stated on the application that the purpose of his trip would be
to attend the Albert Schweitzer College in Churivalden, Switzerland, and the
Turku University in Finland.
We are not quite certain when Oswald first determined to go to Russia' From

his own statements, however, we can conclude that he probably began to lay
plans in his ownmind one or two years before he [deleted] .

G . The Oszealds' contacts with the Soviet Embassy in Washington, DC., after
they took up residence in the United States

Soon after the Oswalds reached the United States in June 1962, they made con-
tact with the Soviet Embassy in Washington. Soviet law required Marina, as a
Soviet citizen living abroad, to contact her nation's embassy and file with it
certain forms. Later, the contact was continued when the Oswalds sought per-
mission to return to the Soviet Union. The first such request was a letter written
by Marina on February 17, 1963 . She wrote that she wished to return to Russia,
but that her husband would stay because "He is an American by nationality."
She was informed on March 8, 1963, that it would take from 5 to 6 months to
process the application. Later, Oswald made application to return with her.
On April 10, 1963, somebody fired a rifle at Gen. EdwinB. Walker in his home in

Dallas . We now have fairly good evidence that the man who fired the rifle was
Lee Harvey Oswald . An undated note was found after the assassination which,
according to Marina, was left for her by her husband at the time he shot at
Walker . A translation of that note has been attached to this memorandum . The
purpose of the note seems to have been to serve as a guide to Marina as to what to
do and where to look for help if Oswald was caught in the assassination attempt.
The second paragraph of the note mentions the "Embassy," and since this pre-
sumably means that the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C., that paragraph is
here quoted
"Send the information as to what has happened to me to the Embassy and

include newspaper clippings (should there be anything about me in the news-
papers) . I believe that the Embassy will come quickly to your assistance on
learning everything."
The Soviet Union has made available to us what purports to be all of the com-

munications between the Oswalds and the Russian Embassy in the United States .
This material has been checked for codes and none has been detected . Except for
the last letter which Oswald wrote to the Soviet Embassy, which will be dis-
cussed below. there is no material which gives any reason for suspicion. On
April 13, 1963, the Soviet Union did ask Marina for her reason for wanting to
return to the Soviet Union and suggested she visit the Embassy in Washington
to discuss the matter. It is arguable that this request was strange, since she was
a Soviet citizen and her passport was limited in time ; however, there were
certainly some reasonable grounds for requesting a face-to-face discussion, for
example, whether her husband and children would be permitted to accompany
her.
As will be discussed in more detail later, Oswald was in Mexico from Septem-

ber 26, 1963, until October 3, 1963, and while in Mexico City he made several visits
to the Cuban and Soviet Embassies. Marina has testified that Oswald told her
that the purpose of the trip was to try to reach Cuba by way of Mexico, thereby
evading the American legal prohibitions against such travel. He was very con-

2 There is a statement attributed to Oswald's mother's doctor, Dr. Morton N. Goldberg,that the mother told him sometime between April 4, 1957, and January 30, 1959, that herson (unnamed) intended to defect to Russia . This is wholly at variance with her testimony,however, and is also inconsistent with Oswald's letters to her from the period beforehe entered Russia and just before he disappeared into the Soviet world, which lettersIndicate the affair had never been disclosed to her previously.
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cerned that both the trip itself and his purpose in going be kept strictly secret
and cautioned Marina accordingly . Marina never admitted she had prior knowl-
edge of the trip until almost 3 months after the assassination, when she testified to
the Commission that, as just related, Oswald had told her that he was going and
why . The few witnesses we have who spoke with Oswald while he was on a bus
going to Mexico City confirm what Marina has stated, that Oswald's intent was
to evade the travel ban by reaching Cuba by way of Mexico.
The Mexican law-enforcement authorities and the CIA and FBI have all car-

ried on extensive investigations within Mexico of Lee Harvey Oswald's activities
there . These three groups have produced evidence which appears quite firm that
when Oswald appeared at the Cuban and Soviet Embassies he told them that his
destination was Russia, not Cuba, and that he only wanted an "in transit" visa
for Cuba in order that he might visit that country on his way to the Soviet Union.
When he visited these embassies he carried with him newspaper clippings, letters,
and various documents (some forged by himself) purporting to show that he was
a "friend of Cuba ." With these papers, and with his proven record of previous
residence in the Soviet Union and marriage to a Soviet national, he tried to curry
favor with both embassies, but the attempt seemingly failed . [Deleted] and
Marina has testified that when she first saw him after his return to the United
States be was discouraged and convinced that he would never reach Cuba.
When questioned on the discrepancy between his telling her that he wanted

to get to Cuba and his telling the Cuban and Russian Embassies that his ultimate
destination was Russia, Marina answered that his statements to the embassies
were deceptions, and she added that he had told her after he returned something
about his attempts to fool the officials in Mexico City . Apparently, his real intent
was that if he could reach Cuba "on the way to Russia" he would simply stop
there, prove his "friendship" for the Castro regime and then go through sub-
stantially the same kind of defection and shift of allegiance to a foreign power
he had performed in Moscow in 1959. Marina's testimony on this point is some-
what confused, however. She is not clear on details .

In any event, among the documents turned over to the United States by the
Soviet Union after the assassination of the President, included in the file pur-
porting to be the entire correspondence between the Oswalds and the Soviet
Embassy in Washington, D.C ., was the following letter dated November 9, 1963 :
"DEAR Sms : This is to inform you of recent events since my meetings with

comrade hostin in the Embassy of the Soviet Union, Mexico City, Mexico .
"I was unable to remain in Mexico indefinitely because of my Mexican visa

restrictions which was for 15 days only. I could not take a chance on requesting a
new visa unless I used my real name, so I returned to the United States.

"I had not planned to contact the Soviet Embassy in Mexico so they were
unprepared, had I been able to reach the Soviet Embassy in Havana as planned,
the embassy there would have bad time to complete our business .
"Of course the Soviet Embassy was not at fault, they were, as I say unpre-

pared, the Cuban consulate was guilty of a gross breach of regulations, I am
glad he has since been replaced .

"The Federal Bureau of Investigation is not now interested in my activities in
the progressive organization `Fair Play for Cuba Committee,' of which I was
secretary in New Orleans (State Louisiana) since I no longer reside in that
State . However, the FBI has visited us here in Dallas, Tex., on November 1.
Agent James P . Hasty [sic] warned me that if I engaged in FPCO activities in
Texas the FBI will again take an `interest' in me.

"This agent also `suggested' to Marina Nichilayeva that she could remain in
the United States under FBI 'protection,' that is, she could defect from the Soviet
Union, of course, I and my wife strongly protested these tactics by the notorious
FBI.

"Please inform us of the arrival of our Soviet entrance visas's [sic] as soon as
they come.

"Also, this is to inform you of the birth on October 20, 1963, of a daughter,
Audrey Marina Oswald in Dallas, Tex ., to my wife .

"Respectfully,
(s) LEE H. OSWALD"

The envelope bears a postmark which seems to be November 12 . Marina has
testified that Oswald made many drafts of this letter before it was finally sent. A
piece of paper which was probably one of these drafts was found among Oswald's
effects and reads as follows : (Words crossed out by Oswald have been put in
parentheses.)

43-s19-79-11



["Draft]
"Dear Sirs : This is to inform you of (re) events since my interviews with

comrade Kostine in the Embassy of the Soviet Union, Mexico City, Mexico.
"I was unable to remain in Mexico City (because I considered useless) in-

definity because of my (visa) Mexican visa restrictions which was for 15 days
only . (I had a) I could not take a chance applying for an extension (si) unless
I used my real name so I returned to the United States.
"I and Marina Nicholeyeva are now living in Dallas, Tex ., (you already ha)
"The FBI is not now interested in my activities in the progressive organiza-

tion FPCC of which I was secretary in (New Orleans (La) Louisiana since
(mn) no longer (connected with) that State.
(However the however) the FBI has visited us here in Texas on November

1, agent of the FBI James P. Hasty [sic] warned me that if I attempt to engage in
FPCC activities in Texas the FBI will again take an "Interest" in me . This
agent also "suggested" that my wife could "remain in the United States under
FBI protection," that is, she could defect from the (refuse to return to the)
Soviet Union. Of course I and my wife strongly protested these tactics by the
notorious F.B .I.

"(It was unfortunate that the Soviet Embassy was unable to aid me in Mexico
City but) I had not planned to contact the Mexican City Embassy at all so of
course they were unprepared for me. Had I been able to reach Havana as
planned (I could have contacted the Soviet Embassy there for the completion of
rapid have been able to help me get the neceary [sic] documents I required assist
me.) would have had time to assist me but of course the (stuip) stuip Cuban
Consule was at fault here, I'm glad he had since been replaced by another ."

Information produced for the Commission by the CIA is to the effect that the
person referred to by Oswald as "comrade Kostin" was probably a man named
"Kostikov" employed ostensibly as a member of the Consular staff of the Soviet
Union in Mexico City. He is actually a KGB agent, however, as are many of
such employees. We have also identified the Cuban Consul referred to in Os-
wald's letter as probably Senor Eusebio Asque. This man was in fact replaced.
We asked the CIA to look into this and their response reads
"We surmise that the references in Oswald's November 9 letter to a man who

had since been replaced must refer to Cuban Consul Eusib]o Azque, who left
Mexico for Cuba on permanent transfer on November 18, 1963, 4 days before the
assassination. Azque had been in Mexico for 18 years and it was known to us
as early as September 1963 that Azque was to be replaced. His replacement did
arrive in September. Azque was scheduled to leave in October but did not leave
until November 18 .

'-We do not know who might have told Oswald that Azque or any other Cuban
had been or was to be replaced, but we speculate that Silvia Duran or some
Soviet official might have mentioned it if Oswald complained about Azque's
altercation with him."

Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko, the recent Soviet defector from the KGB, has stated
that the first word which the Moscow KGB had of Oswald's actions or where-
abouts after he left the Soviet Union was when the Soviet Embassy in Mexico
City telegrammed that Oswald has appeared there and requested a visa to the
Soviet Union . Nosenko did not so testify, but probably such a telegram would
have gone from Mexico City to Washington, D.C ., and from there to Moscow.
Oswald himself mentioned several times that the Soviet Embassy had promised
to send a telegram containing his request for a visa, so this checks out . When
Nosenko was asked why the KGB had received no notice of Oswald's and Marina's
prior contacts with the Soviet Embassy in Washington, he answered that he did
not actually know, but from his knowledge of the routine followed in such cases
he suggested that the Soviet Embassy itself may simply have turned down the
Oswalds' visa application and not bothered Moscow with questions about the
matter. Presumably, therefore, the Mexican Embassy sent a wire to Washington
because it did not have the file on Oswald, as did Washington, and so did not
have a basis for immediately turning his application down or, what could also be
possible, the Mexican Embassy was subservient in these matters to the Washing-
ton Embassy and therefore would routinely have asked for the decision of the
!fitter on such a point. Possibly also, Oswald's personal appearance was deemed
a matter of some importance and therefore worthy of being communicated to
Moscow, whereas his and Marina's simply writing letters to Washington was con-
sidered routine. Nosenko also opined that Oswald would never have been re-



ldmitted to the Soviet Union, no matter how long he had persisted in trying . Ile
said that prior to the assassination, Marina and her children probably would have
been permitted to come back alone ; the assassination, of course, has made this
less clear.

'Pile principal question raised by all this is, of course, What is the meaning of
Oswald's apparently garbled letter to the Embassy of November 9, 1963? Marina
was asked to explain the letter and, after a few attempts, gave up with the
remark that it was "crazy." Some light on its possible meaning can perhaps be
shed by comparing it with the early draft. To the extent that the draft differs
from the final document, and especially when crossed-out words are taken into
account, one gets the impression that Oswald was intentionally obfuscating the
true state of affairs in order to make his trip to Mexico sound as mysterious and
iwportant as possible. For example, the first sentence in the second paragraph of
the letter itself reads :

"I was unable to remain in Jlexico indefinitely because of my Mexican visa
restrictions which was for 1 ..) days only ."
The same sentence in the draft begins, before the words were crossed out,
"I was unable to remain in Mexico City because I considered useless . . .
As already mentioned, we have fairly good evidence that Oswald's trip to

Mexico was indeed "useless" and that he returned to Texas with the conviction
that it had been so . Similarly, in the last paragraph Oswald says that an FBI
;igent suggested to Marina that she "could defect from the Soviet Union." In
the draft, this was first written that the agent suggested that she could "refuse
to return to the Soviet Union." The word, "defect," was probably inserted to give
emotional impact.

It might be argued that the Russians would not have turned this letter over
to us voluntarily if they had any reason to believe that it could be used as evi-
dence against them . However, we have Nosenko's own testimony that in Russia
it is standard procedure for the secret police to intercept all mail addressed to
the American Embassy, and it therefore does not seem unlikely that the Soviets
assumed the same thing was being done in the United States . With this in mind,
they probably believed that the FBI had already read this letter when it was
sent, and so they gave it to us "voluntarily" to earn whatever credit they could
for having done so. We believe that the letter should be judged without reference
to the fact that it was "voluntarily" turned over to the Commission.
The letter undoubtedly constitutes a disturbing bit of evidence and will prob-

ably never be fully explained . In our opinion, based upon what we have learned
of Oswald's character in general and, in particular, upon what we believe to have
been his mounting desperation to escape the complexities of life in the United
States by going to Cuba or, failing that, back to Russia, we think that the letter
constitutes no more than a desperate, somewhat illiterate and deranged attempt
to facilitate his family's return to the Soviet Union . He seems to have written
it in the hope that by inferring that he had somehow been "in on" some secret
and mysterious dealings involving the Soviet Embassy in Mexico, some benefit,
however small, could be salvaged from the otherwise total failure of that trip .
H. Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko

In February 1964, Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko asked for asylum in the United
States . His position in the Soviet Union was that of a high official with the KGB,
and he was attending a conference in Geneva at the time of his escape . In the
course of his interrogation by the CIA, it turned out that he had knowledge of
Oswald. His testimony in respect to Oswald was given to representatives of the
FBI and passed on by the Bureau to us . A copy of the Bureau's final report on
Nosenko is attached to this memorandum . Nosenko's reference to Oswald's Intour-
ist guide and "his" impressions and evaluations of Oswald should probably be to
"her" impressions and evaluations, since we know from other sources that the
guide was probably a woman, Rims. Shirokova.
The FBI summary of the statements of Nosenko, if true, would certainly go a

long way towards showing that the Soviet Union had no part in the assassination.
However, one cannot but be struck by the rare coincidence between the sudden
notoriety of Lee Harvey Oswald and the fact that a Soviet official who defects
turns out to be a man with primary knowledge about Oswald . If, after the CIA
opinion has been formed, doubts still exist with respect to the authenticity and
sincerity of Nosenko, then the Commission must face the vexing question of why
the Soviet Union chose this method to place this "information" in the hands of
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the United States . In our opinion, Nosenko should be asked to testify to the Com-
mission as soon as the CIA has completed its evaluation of him .

[Deleted .]
His sense of the practical seems to have been deficient. For example, he always

fashioned himself a potential leader and resented the fact that circumstances
compelled him to do menial work . Yet he never took the necessary steps to com-
plete his high school educatioon and obtain a diploma, so that he might be hired
for a better job and utilize the normal skills possessed by a high school graduate .
Likewise, he never made any serious attempts to acquire any kind of post-high
school education. He made one or two tries at setting himself up as a Russian
interpreter or translator but apparently never pursued the matter very far. So far
as we know he never earned a penny in either capacity . For several weeks in
the late summer of 1963 he occupied himself with an elaborate scheme for hijack-
ing an airplane to Cuba, and at one time he was trying to work Marina and the
baby into the plan as well . Some time during 1963 he told Marina he would one
day be the "Premier" of Cuba and became angry when she chided him for such
,an impractical ambition .

In sum, we believe that Oswald did 'not have any subtleness of mind, that he
lacked a good understanding of human nature and that he had an unstable and
neurotic character . We do not believe that such a man could have lived out a
"legend" so successfully that the combined resources of the Commission, the
Secret Service, CIA and the FBI could not have uncovered major discrepancies
in it .

III. Involvement by Cuba
Our suspicion that the Cuban Government might have been involved in the

assassination is based upon four facts. First, Lee Harvey Oswald publicly identi-
fled himself with the Fair Play For Cuba Committee and was an avowed admirer
of the Castro Government. Second, shortly before the assassination, between
September 26 and October 3, 1963, he traveled to Mexico City and while there
made frequent contact with the Cuban Consulate. Third, the Cuban Government
had ample reason to dislike and distrust the Government of the United States
and the late President in particular. Fourth, the Commission itself and the various
Federal investigatory agencies which has assisted it in its work have received
many letters and been approached by several persons who claim to have seen or
heard acts which directly or indirectly link the assassination to the Castro gov-
ernment . We will touch upon all but the third of these four factors in this section
of the memorandum. The antipathy of the Cuban Government needs no
elaboration .
Oswald's Fair Play for Cuba activities and his contacts with Mr. Vincent T .

Lee, the former head of that committee, have been thoroughly investigated. The
results of these investigations are that Oswald's so-called "organizational activi-
ties" on behalf of the committee in and around New Orleans were almost entirely
a fiction, which he himself created. He carried a card which showed him to be
a member of the New Orleans chapter of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee,
the President of which was "A . J. Hidell ." No such man as "A . J . Hidell" has been
located nor is there any evidence that he exists. Marina testifies that the name
was made up by her husband and that he probably chose it because it rhymed
with his hero, "Fidel" (Castro) . The little bit of correspondence between Oswald
and the national headquarters for the Fair Play For Cuba Committee in New
York City, headed by Vincent T . Lee, discloses that Oswald applied for member-
ship, was welcomed, later informed Lee that he intended to create an active orga-
nization in New Orleans and asked for advice in doing so, Lee replied with cau-
tious encouragement, pointing out the difficulties, Oswald wrote another letter
saying he was going to go ahead anyway, and that was about all . We have no
evidence that any money ever went from New York or anywhere else to Oswald
for his use in these activities nor was any representative of national headquarters
or any place else ever sent down to guide him. Further, he apparently never cre-
ated an organization and was never even given a charter authorizing him to do so.
Marina testifies that much of Oswald's Fair Play for Cuba Committee activi-

ties, at least late in the summer of 1963, seemed to have been performed with the
intent of proving to the Cuban Government that he [Oswald] was "a friend of
Cuba," in the belief that he would thereby further his chances of reaching that
country and being accepted by it . In other words, Lee Oswald was probably try-
ing to reenact the defection to and acceptance by Russia which he had so success-
fully accomplished in 1959, only this time shifting the scene of action to Cuba .
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The trip to Mexico is not so easily disposed of. Oswald departed New Orleans,
in great secrecy, probably about noon on September 25 and perhaps a day earlier,
and he crossed the Mexican border at Nuevo Laredo on September 26. His bus
arrived in Mexico City at about 10 a.m . on September 27. We have rather firm
information that he set out immediately on a series of visits to the Soviet and
Cuban Embassies in that city, spending almost his entire first 2 days at one or
another of these two places or in making arrangements to visit one or the other.
(One arrangement he made, for example, was to have passport photographs
taken, for use in his application for a Cuban visa .) By late Saturday afternoon,
September 28, however, he had pretty much hit a blank wall at both embassies.
[Deleted.] The Cuban Embassy had even more firmly informed him that he could
not get an "in-transit" visa to visit Cuba unless he could first show them a visa
to visit Russia, so he was left with very little to do with either Embassy [deleted] .
At the Cuban Embassy he even got into a fight with the Consul, Eusebio Asque,
because he insisted so strongly that as a "friend of Cuba's," he ought to be given a
visa . So from Sunday through Wednesday morning, October 2, when he left Mex-
ico City on a bus bound for the United States, apparently about all he did-or all
that we know about what he did-was to make his travel arrangements, see the
sights of the city and [deleted] .
Our evidence that the events set out in the foregoing paragraph occurred is

solid . It is obtained from several sources, the most important being the direct
testimony of Senora Silvia Duran, the Mexican clerk at the Cuban Embassy who
dealt with Oswald, [deleted] . The question is not whether these events occurred,
but whether they were perhaps only a coverup for other, more sinister activities
going on at the same time. This is where the various rumors and claims of con-
spiracy come into consideration . Some of them will be considered in detail later,
but at this point it is enough to say that they almost all boil down to some sort of
allegation that the Cubans passed money to Oswald while he was in Mexico City,
as payment for assassinating the President . We have been informed by the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency that rumors focusing around a large amount of money
having been handed to Oswald while he was in Mexico City-the most commonly
mentioned sum was $5,000-were current in Mexico City almost immediately
after the assassination. The fact that these rumors were current should be kept in
mind in assessing the information which follows.

In order that the Commission may directly assess some of the important bits of
evidence bearing upon Oswald's contacts with the Cuban and Russian Embassies,
we have attached hereto two documents . [Deleted .]
We have also recopied the essentials of the statement made by Silvia Duran, the

Mexican employee of the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City who dealt with Oswald,
when she was questioned by the Mexican police shortly after the assassination .
[Deleted .] Her : tatement, as forwarded to us by the Mexican Government, is as
follows
"That as the speaker has already stated, she has been a sympathizer of social-

ism and Marxist doctrine for several years, having studied philosophy and exis-
tentialism, and particularly she has sympathized since its inception and sympa-
thizes with the Cuban revolution. That approximately 3 months ago she began to
occupy the position of Secretary to the Cuban Consul in this city, Mr. Eusebio
Asque . . . having had under her responsibility the administrative operation and
preparing the visas which are issued, as well as handling the applications for such
visas which invariably are sent to the Ministry of Foreign Relations, Government
of Cuba, for its approval. . . . That the speaker does not belong to any political
party and never has attended manifestations or meetings, nor has she given lec-
tures or speeches, which her husband has done, since he has written several
articles for the newspaper `El Dia' (The Day) (pro-Communist, Spanish-language
newspaper published in Mexico City) ; that she has never been arrested for any
reason, not even on the occasion of the visit to Mexico of Mr. John F. Kennedy,
which caused her a great deal of personal satisfaction because of the benefits
which it would represent to the country . . .

". . . Its having been only that night that they [she and her husband] read in
the extra (edition) the news relating thereto, and subsequently on the radio at
her residence she heard the name of Lee Harvey Oswald, which caused her to
remember that this name refers to a North American who in the last days of
September or the first days of the month of October of the present year appeared
at the Cuban Consulate and applied for a visa to Cuba in transit to Russia and
based his application on his presentation of his passport in which it was recorded
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that he had been living in the latter country for a period of 3 years, his work
hermit from that same country written in the Russian language and letters in
the same language, as well as proof of his being married to a woman of Russian
nationality and being the apparent Director in the city of New Orleans of the
organization called `Fair Play for Cuba' with the desire that he should be ac-
cepted as a `friend' of the Cuban Revolution, as a result of which the speaker, in
compliance with her duties, received all of his data and filled out the appropriate
application, and he left to return in the afternoon, this time with his photographs,
and the speaker, recognizing that she exceeded her duties, semiofficially called the
'Russian Consulate by telephone because of her interest in facilitating the
handling of the Russian visa for Lee Harvey Oswald, but from there they
answered her that the operation would require approximately 4 months, which
annoyed the applicant, since as he affirmed he was in a great hurry to obtain
the visas which would permit him to travel to Russia, insisting that he was en-
titled to them because of his background and his partisanship and personal ac-
tivities in favor of the Cuban movement, the declarant's not being able to specify
because she does not remember whether or not he said that he was a member of
the Communist Party, but that his wife, of Russian nationality, was at that time
in the city of New York from where she would follow him, although his place of
origin was the aforementioned city of New Orleans ; that as soon as Oswald
understood that it was not possible to give him a Cuban visa without his pre-
viously obtaining a Russian one, because the former was for transit, he became
highly agitated and angry, as a result of which the speaker called Consul Ascue,
who, at that time, was in his private office in company of his ultimate replace-
ment, Miraval, but came out and began to argue in English with Oswald in a
very angry manner and Ascue concluded by saying to him that, 'As far as he was
concerned, he would not give him a visa,' and that 'A person like him, in place
of aiding the Cuban Revolution, was doing it harm,' its being noted that in their
discussion they had been referring to the Russian socialist revolution and not the
Cuban, its being stated by Oswald that he had two reasons to request the visa
with urgency, which were, one, that his permit to be in Mexico was expiring and
the other that he had urgent necessity of reaching Russia ; that in spite of the
argument the speaker handed to Oswald a piece of paper similar to that which
she writes at this time in which she recorded her name, 'Silvia Duran,' and the
telephone number of the Consulate, which is '11-28-47,' and, at any rate, she in-
itiated the handling of his visa application sending it to the Cuban Ministry of
(Foreign) Affairs, from which a reply was received in the normal manner some
15 to 30 days later approving the issuance of a visa, but conditioning it on his
previously obtaining the Russian (one), although she does not recall whether
Oswald subsequently called-ber or not on the telephone for the Consulate which
she had given him ; that all of the conversation which the speaker had with
Oswald, as well as that of Consul 'Ascue' with him, was in the English language
since he did not speak any Spanish, and that upon seeing his photograph which
appears in today's newspapers, specifically in the newspaper 'El Dia,' she im-
mediately recognized and identified it as being the same person that she has been
referring to as Lee Harvey Oswald. . . ."

It should not be noted that Senora Duran testified that Oswald made formal
application for a visa, that he furnished her with photographs taken of himself in
Mexico City, that she filled out the visa application on the basis of documents
Oswald has in his possession, and that authorization to issue a visa, conditional
upon his first obtaining a Russian visa, was in fact obtained by her office some-
time late in October . We have forwarded a request to the Cuban Government to
document Senora Duran's claims . If the Cuban Government does furnish us
with documents purporting to fulfill Senora Duran's claims, we have excellent
means at our disposal for authenticating them . For example, Oswald's hand-
writing and his photographs are two obvious methods of authentication. In
addition, we have what we believe are some of the documents lie bad in his
possession when he was in Mexico City, presumably the documents from which
Senora Duran took the information to fill out his visa application, so this too
should constitute an excellent method of authentication .
For about 1 1/2 months prior to the assassination Lee Harvey Oswald had a room

of his own in a rooming house at 1026 North Beckley Street in Dallas . He or-
dinarily stayed there during the week and visited Marina on weekends at the
home of Mr. and Mrs . Michael Paine in Irving, Tex ., where she was staying
with the children . The resident manager of the rooming house at North Beckley



Street, Mrs. Earline Roberts, has testified to representatives of the FBI that on
one or two occasions Oswald ended telephone conversations with the word,
"Adios." Mrs. Roberts' statements on this subject infer that these conversations
were carried on in some foreign language described by her as "German or
Russian." From this it in turn can be inferred that the conversations alluded to
were with Marina, because they would have been in Russian, and we have other
evidence, which is quite firm, that he telephoned Marina almost every night. If
this is the case, then the fact that he signed off with the word "Adios" has no par-
ticular significance. When Marina testified to the Commission she said that she
does remember her husband occasionally using that term. If, however, the word
"Adios" was used during an English-language conversation, we have, perhaps,
an important unexplained piece of evidence . Mrs. Roberts is scheduled to be
requestioned on this point.
The top local officials of both the CIA and the FBI in Mexico stated to repre-

sentatives of the Commission during their visit to that city in April 1964 that, in
their professional opinion, there was no conspiracy involving Lee Harvey Oswald
or the assassination which had contacts in Mexico. Both men based their opinions
upon their belief that if there had been any such conspiracy, although they might
not by this time have been able to solve it, their sources of information and investi-
gatory capabilities were sufficiently good so that they would at least have received
some firm indication or "hard" evidence of its existence . The absence of any such
evidence has convinced them that Lee Harvey Oswald's trip to Mexico was in
all probability nothing more than it purported to be : An unsuccessful attempt to
reach Cuba . [Deleted.] Unfortunately, however, although the means of investiga-
tion at our disposal in Mexico have in our opinion been stretched to the utmost,
there still remain gaps in our knowledge of what Oswald did while he was there .
Essentially, for Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, September 29 through October
2, we can fill in only about 5 or 6 hours of his time, plus whatever time he slept .
The final answer to the meaning of the Mexican trip, therefore, will probably
never be given .

Finally, before ending our discussion of possible Cuban involvement, we would
like to set forth in summary fashion some of the rumors and allegations of Cuban
conspiracies which have come to our attention. In our opinion, only two are suffi-
ciently serious to merit a detailed statement. These are summarized below . The
other rumors are very briefly summarized, and references to the basic FBI or
CIA sources dealing with them are given, in an appendix hereto.

1 . Statement of Pedro Gutierrez Valencia.-On December 2, 1963, Senor Pedro
Gutierrez Valencia wrote a letter to President Johnson, in Spanish, in which he
stated that in the course of his duties as a credit investigator for a large depart-
ment store in Mexico City he was in the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City on Sep-
tember 30, 1963, or October 1, 1963, for the purpose of conducting an investigation
of one of its employees. The letter went on to say that as he was leaving the
Embassy he overheard a heated discussion in English between two men, one a
Cuban and the other an American, in which he could understand only the words,
"Castro," "Cuba," and "Kennedy ." The Cuban was counting out American dollars,
which he eventually passed to the American, and both men stepped into an auto-
mobile which, from the fact that the Cuban opened the door with a key extracted
from his own pocket and himself got into the driver's seat, Gutierrez concluded
belonged to the Cuban . Gutierrez' suspicions were aroused, so he doubled back
around the corner to get into his own automobile to follow the two men . However,
by the time he was able to do this they had driven off and he lost sight of them .
After the assassination, from observing pictures in the Mexico City newspapers
of Lee Harvey Oswald, Gutierrez claimed that he recognized the American as
being Oswald.
The FBI in Mexico City has taken the primary responsibility for investigating

this situation . Senor Gutierrez has been thoroughly checked, and all the evidence
points to his being sincere, trustworthy and disinterested. He has favorably im-
presced all the FBI men who have worked with him, and he has devoted much
time to trying to help our investigation of what he saw and has never asked
for any kind of compensation . The representatives of the FBI are convinced that
he is sincere . However, his identification of the American he allegedly saw as
Lee Harvey Oswald has not stood up well under intensive analysis. All the usual
methods for confirming an identification have been gone through, detailed phys-
ical description, identification of photographs of Oswald's from among photo-
graphs of other men, description of the manner in which he saw what he claims
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to have seen, and so forth . It now appears that Gutierrez saw what he claims
distinctly only from the rear and once, very fleetingly, fare-to-face. fie never
observed him in profile. What happened was this : Gutierrez came around a corner
of a wall and bumped into the Cuban who was talking with the American, thereby
seeing them both for a split second face-to-face . lie apologized, the Cuban gra-
ciously accepted the apology, and all three men immediately continued walking
in their respective directions . When he overheard their conversation, however,
which must have been resumed almost instantaneously, Gutierrez turned around
to get another look. Thus, he got a good look only of the backs of both men.
Likewise, when he followed them to their automobile, he saw them only from a
distance and again only their backs. The conclusion of the FBI representatives
assigned to this case is that Gutierrez probably did see money being passed to a
man who appeared to be an American, but that whether that man was Lee
Harvey Oswald is by no means certain .
From reviewing his work schedule, which he says he rigorously adhered to,

Gutierrez is able to fix the time at which he must have seen the Cuban and the
American as 10 :50 a.m . on October 1, give or take a very few minutes. [Deleted .]
The Cuban and Russian consulates in Mexico City are located very close to one
another, only about two blocks apart . It therefore seems unlikely that if Oswald
had been at the Cuban Embassy he would have telephoned the Russian Embassy
rather than walked over there, especially since by this time he was familiar with
the personnel. However, it is also possible that be believed that he could get
through to speak to the consul if he telephoned, whereas if he showed up in
person he might be rebuffed by the receptionist or the guard who by that time
may have been able to recognize him and under orders to keep him out.
The CIA and FBI representatives with whom we have discussed this investiga-

tion point out that although they by no means rule out the accuracy of Gutierrez'
observations for his reason alone, it is unlikely that money would be passed for
a sinister purpose in such an open manner as was allegedly observed by Gutierrez .
First, . it is unlikely that an agent would be paid off right at the Embassy or
the consulate. Second, even if he were, the payoff would more probably be carried
out in the privacy of a room. Nevertheless, investigation is continuing.

Unfortunately, Gutierrez' description of the automobile allegedly driven by the
Cuban, a light tan Renault, happens to be a very popular make and color in
Mexico City . [Deleted.] The present owner cannot be ascertained, however, be-
cause the registration of the automobile-as is common in Mexico--has been main-
tained under the name of the original owner, who owned it several years ago, in
order to avoid the payment of transfer taxes . Efforts to trace the automobile from
owner to owner, beginning with the first, have been unsuccessful.

[Deleted .]
2 . Statement of Gilberto Alvarado Ugarte.-On November 26, 1963, Gilberto

Alvarado Ugarte, a 23-year-old Nicaraguan secret agent, at the time seeking to
penetrate the Castro forces in Cuba by going to Cuba from Mexico to receive
guerrilla training on the island, came to the American Embassy in Mexico City
and declared that he had witnessed Lee Harvey Oswald receiving a payoff to
kill the President in the Cuban Embassy on September 18 . Alvardo said that
Oswald was given $6,500, $5,000 as compensation and $1,500 for expenses . Alvar-
ado recited that at noon on the 18th of September he went to the Cuban Consulate
to turn some passport photographs over to the consul, Eusebio Ascue, to be
used in the fabrication of false travel documents so that he could leave Mexico
for Cuba. He sat in the waiting room a saw a group of approximately eight persons
enter the consulate and go into Ascue's office and noticed that someone other
than Ascue was sitting at Ascue's desk. He then asked a Cuban consulate employee
where the bathroom was, was told, and proceeded out of the waiting room in the
given direction. While standing by the bathroom door, he said, he saw a group
of three persons conversing In a patio a few feet away. One was a tall, thin
Negro with reddish hair obviously dyed who spoke rapidly, with a Cuban accent,
and who spoke some English. The second person was a Canadian with blonde hair,
and the third person was Lee Harvey Oswald. Alvarado said that he did not know
Oswald at the time, but recognized him after the assassination from photographs
in Mexico City newspapers. Oswald was supposed to have been wearing a black
sport coat, a buttoned-up shirt with collar tabs but no necktie, and clear eye-
glasses. A tall Cuban joined the group momentarily and passed some currency to
the Negro . The Negro then allegedly said to Oswald in English, "I want to kill the
man." Oswald replied, "You're not man enough, I can do it." The Negro then said



in Spanish, "I can't go with you, I have a lot to do ." Oswald replied, "People are
waiting for me back there." The Negro then gave Oswald $6,500 in large-denomi-
nation American bills, saying, "This isn't much." He also supposedly gave him
about 200 Mexican pesos. Alvarado also filled in other details which are not
material here.
Alvarado said that toward the end of September he telephoned the American

Embassy in Mexico City several times in an attempt to report his belief that
someone important in the United States was to be killed. He used a fictitious
name to protect his identity, and told the person who answered the telephone
that he did not want a visa but that he wished to speak to "a person of con-
fidence" about "a political matter." He said he finally got through to a man
who said he would call him back, and he, therefore, left his telephone number.
The man never called back. Alvarado allegedly repeatedly called the Embassy
and was finally told to quit wasting its time . Alvarado said that the next time
he talked to the Embassy was after the assassination, when he recognized Os-
wald's picture in a newspaper . The comment made on Alvarado by the CIA
fieldman on November 26 was, "He is young, quiet, very serious person, who
speaks with conviction, knews enough English to understand conversation ."
Alvarado was, of course, immediately subjected to intensive interrogation

and investigation . [Deleted .]- Apparently he was indeed on his way to Cuba and
had had dealings with the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City in connection with
preparation of false travel documents . Whether he was doing this as a soldier
of fortune, out of conviction for the Castroite cause or to place himself in a
position where we would later be able to command a higher price from the Nica-
raguan and other anti-Communist intelligence agencies for his information, we
do not know .
Both the Mexican and American authorities continued to interrogate and

cross-check Alvarado's story . On November 30 the CIA was informed [deleted]
that Alvarado had admitted [deleted] in writing that his whole story about Os-
wald was false . He said that he had not seen Oswald at all, and that he
had not seen anybody paid money in the Cuban Embassy . He also admitted that
he never tried to telephone the American Embassy about the matter and that
his first contact was in person on November 26 when, as we now know, he
spoke to an Embassy security officer. He still maintained that he did in fact re-
peatedly visit the Cuban Embassy, however, as related above . The Mexican au-
thorities stated that they were inclined to believe the last part of the story.
Alvarado said that the motive in telling the fabrication was to help get himself
admitted to the United States so that he could there participate in action against
Fidel Castro. He said he hated Castro and hoped that the story he made up would
be believed and would cause the United States to "take action" against Castro.
In the meantime, American intelligence agencies in Mexico had checked back
with Washington and learned that on the 17th and 19th of September informa-
tion we had indicated that Oswald was in New Orleans . Although still theoreti-
cally possible, this of course, made it unlikely that he was in Mexico City on the
18th .

Still later, American authorities reinterrogated Alvarado. Alverado at first
claimed that he had been pressured into retracting his statement by the Mexi-
can police and that the retraction, rather than his statement, was false. He
said that he did, in fact, see the things he claimed to have seen. American inter-
rogation of him continued, and part of it was carried on in connection with
a polygraph machine. When told that the polygraph indicated that he wax
probably lying, Alvarado said words to the effect, "I know such machines are
accurate, and, therefore, I suppose I must be mistaken ." He then added that
he was uncertain as to the date when he saw someone "who looked like
Oswald" at the Cuban Embassy, and perhaps it was on a Tuesday, September 17,
rather than September 18. (Alvarado did not know it at the time, but the 17th
would make it even more unlikely than the 18th . On September 17 Oswald
appeared at the Louisiana State Unemployment Commission in New Orleans
and also cashed a check from the Texas Employment Commission at the Winn-
Dixie Store No. 1425 in New Orleans .) On the basis of the polygraph results
and the qualified retractions made by Alvarado when he saw the results, and
on the basis of discrepancies which appeared in his story, the CIA in Mexico
City concluded that in all probability he was lying, and that the reasons [deleted]
for lying were probably sincere. No further investigation of the Alvarado in-
cident was carried on subsequent to the foregoing.
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IV . Anti-Castro Cuban Involvement

in early August 1963, while he was still living in New Orleans, Oswald ap-
proached Mr. Carlos Bringuier, a man who is active in anti-Castro activities in
that city and who was a lawyer in Cuba prior to Castro's overthrow of the
Batista regime, and volunteered his services in the training of anti-Castro
guerrillas. Oswald claimed that he had received guerrilla-type training in the
Marine Corps and offered to pass on his expertise to Bringuier's group. Brin-
guier was, of course, interested in the offer and accepted Oswald's display
of interest in a friendly manner. However, very shortly thereafter a member
of Bringuier's organization observed Oswald passing out Fair Play For Cuba
Committee literature, told Bringuier, and as a result there was a minor riot
on the streets of New Orleans. The altercation led to the arrest of Oswald,
Bringuier and Bringuier's friend, and Oswald was ultimately convicted and
fined $10 . Soon thereafter, in the middle of August, Bringuier sent one of his
men to Oswald's home, the address of which he had observed on some of the
Fair Play literature, under orders to pose as a pro-Castro Cuban interested in
working for Oswald . Oswald received Bringuier's plant courteously and dis-
cussed Cuban politics with him in the evening on his (Oswald's] porch, but
Marina has testified that after the conversation Oswald told her that he strongly
suspected that the man who had come was an anti-Castro Cuban pretending
that he was pro-Castro . Consequently, both Bringuier and Oswald failed in
their attempts to infiltrate the other's organization.

Later, the two men were to meet and debate each other on Radio Station
WDSU in New Orleans . Bringuier has also testified to the Commission that a
bartender acquaintance of his observed Oswald in the "Havana Bar" in New
Orleans in the company of a Mexican for whom the FBI was allegedly search-
ing because of his Communist activities and that the FBI was duly informed
of these facts. No trace of this information is in the FBI files, however.
Mrs. Silvia Odio of Dallas, Tex ., a 26-year-old refugee from the Castro regime

whose parents are still in a Cuban prison on the orders of Fidel Castro told a
representative of the FBI shortly after the assassination that in late September
or early October 1963 two anti-Castro Cuban leaders from out of town came to
her home in the company of a third man to ask her help in raising funds for their
cause. She turned down their request, as she has turned down all similar requests,
because she feared retaliation by Castro against her parents Mrs. Odio has fur-
nished the following facts about the two Cuban leaders :
One of them referred to himself as "Leopoldo," the other was probably "Rogelio

Cisneros," and both of them were from Puerto Rico or Miami. She also gave the
FBI their physical descriptions . The third man accompanying them, who said
very little, she first told the FBI was introduced to her as "Leon Oswald ." Now
she is saying it was simply "Leon." When Mrs. Odie first spoke to representatives
of the FBI, the physical description she gave of "Leon Oswald" roughly fitted
Lee Harvey Oswald. She is now reported to be saying the "Leon Oswald" had a
mustache or at least was unshaved, and that he had a dark, Cuban-type com-
plexion. According to her first story, "Leopoldo" called her back a few days later
to say that "they"-presumably he and the other Cuban leader-had checked
back on "Leon Oswald" in New Orleans and were told that he was "loco," and
they were, therefore, dropping him . "Leopoldo" is also reported to have said
"Leon" would do anything, saying that Leon had "laughed at" the Cubans, claim-
ing they had "no guts." "It would be easy to kill Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs,"
he allegedly told Leopoldo.
Mrs . Odio is reported to have suffered a severe psychological reaction at her

place of employment when she first saw Lee Harvey Oswald's picture on tele-
vision after the assassination, presumably because she was struck by the fear
that her own group was somehow involved in the killing of the President.
On November 1, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald mailed a letter to the Communist

Party in New York City . Among other things he mentioned that he had attended
a meeting in Dallas on October 23, 1963, of a group headed by General Walker :
investigation has led to the conclusion that this must have been an anti-Castro
meeting.
With the sole exception of Mrs. Odio-and even she is now apparently changing

her story-every member of the Dallas anti-Castro Cuban community who has
been questioned on Lee Harvey Oswald denies ever having observed him or hav-
ing had any contacts with him whatever prior to the assassination . Nor has any
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member of that community come forward to volunteer any information as to
contacts with Oswald. However, Mrs. Odio has been checked out thoroughly
through her psychiatrist and friends, and, with one exception-a layman who
speculates that she may have subconscious tendencies to overdramatize or exag-
gerate-the evidence is unanimously favorable, both as to her character and
reliability and as to her intelligence . She is under psychiatric treatment for a
disease rare in American women but apparently common among European women,
known as "grand hysteria," the primary symptom of which is occasional black-
outs. According to her psychiatrist, the symptoms definitely do not include hal-
lucinations . It was one of these blackouts that she had when she first observed
Oswald on television after the assassination . Moreover, some of the details of
Mrs. Odio's story, as it was first related to the FBI after the assassination-
unfortunately, in a rather brief interview-check with what we now know about
Oswald . For example: he was described as quiet and reticent, an impression
Oswald usually gave ; "Leopoldo" later told Mrs. Odio they had checked back
on him in New Orleans, which is where Oswald, in fact, had come from ; Leopoldo
said he was told by New Orleans that "Leon" was "loco," a term Carlos Bringuier
may very well have used to describe him ; and most importantly, of course, the
name "Leon Oswald" is so close to "Lee Oswald" as to raise the strongest sus-
picions. Even if it was only "Leon," there is a similarity. We contemplate taking
Mrs. Odio's deposition at the earliest opportunity, in an effort to follow this lead.
The evidence here could lead to an anti-Castro Cuban involvement in the as-

sassination on some sort of basis as this : Oswald could have become known to the
Cubans as being strongly pro-Castro. He made no secret of his sympathies, and so
the anti-Castro Cubans must have realized the the law-enforcement authorities
were also aware of Oswald's feelings and that, therefore, if he got into trouble,
the public would also learn of them . The anti-Cuban group may even have believed
the fiction Oswald tried to create that he had organized some sort of large active
Fair Play For Cuba group in New Orleans. Second, someone in the anti-Castro
organization might have been keen enough to sense that Oswald had a penchant
for violence that might easily be aroused This was evident, for example, when he
laughed at the Cubans and told them it would be easy to kill Kennedy after the
Bay of Pigs . On these facts, it is possible that some sort of deception was used to
encourage Oswald to kill the President when he came to Dallas . Perhaps "double
agents" were even used to persuade Oswald that pro-Castro Cubans would help
in the assassination or in the getaway afterward. The motive on this would, of
course, be the expectation that after the President was killed Oswald would be
caught or at least his identity ascertained, the law-enforcement authorities and
the public would then blame the assassination on the Castro government, and the
call for its forceful overthrow would be irresistable. A "second Bay of Pigs
Invasion" would begin, this time, hopefully, to end successfully.
The foregoing is probably only a wild speculation . but the facts that we already

know are certainly sufficient to warrant additional investigation.
Mr. CORNwELL . First, when was the document written?
Mr. SLAwsow. I can't remember exactly but my guess would be

early June but that is just a guess.
Mr. CORNWELL . I might simply note that the document does have

X's in it which apparently occurred in connection with declassifica-
tion of the document . Would it be fair to state that as of June 1964
you had done a considerable amount of work in the area of determin-
ing whether there wasa foreign conspiracy?
On page 1 of the memo you describe the fact that firm evidence of a

foreign conspiracy is obviously very hard to come by, and go on to
note that at least one of the principal investigative avenues would be
information acquired from the various foreio-n countries that might be
srispected of beinz involved and that such information would obvious-
ly not be very helpful because a foreign government will try to furnish
only that evidence which it believes to~be nonincriminating, at least
that. was a substantial possibility. Is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON. That is correct although I think that the emphasis

in the introduction you are quoting from was only explaining why
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that kind of evidence could not be relied upon as your primary evi-
dence. We did have other kinds of evidence. I wastrying to explain at
this point in the memo that we would not be relying upon evidence
furnished by the country itself insofar as we could possibly avoid
doing so .
Mr. CORNWELL. You go on in that vein to note further on page 2 that

one way to test the accuracy of the information which would be pro-
vided by the foreign government would be through the CIA and its
facilities . Is that correct ?
Mr. SLAWSON. That is correct. Incidentally that reminds me that in

response to an earlier question of yours, one way we had of checking
the accuracy of information American organizations like the CIA or
the FBI was to check them against each other. The jurisdictions of
the various investigatory agencies at the time would have fairly firm
limits. For example, the CIA would do mostly overseas things, the
FBI would do mostly domestic criminal activities . The State Depart-
ment and Immigration and Naturalization Service had their respec-
tive jurisdictions . So, when a person like Oswald or Marina would
pass from one jurisdiction to another, come from a foreign country or
vice versa, the agencies would pass information back and forth, notifi-
cations accompanied by documents . In our getting the records of these
in every case possible Iwouldmatchthem up to make sure that the dis-
closure to the Warren Commission from a particular agency included
everything it should, judged by what the other agencies had given
us . having heard from that agency in times past .
Mr. MCKINNEY. You spoke earlier of their defensiveness of the fact

that they might be accused of not having done a good job. Was there
any particular conversation or discussion on their defensiveness for not
really having told the Secret Service or for just sort of letting the
President come into Dallas with this guy wandering around? That is
the most amazing thing to me. They were tracking him and yet with
the President coming into Dallas, here is this guy.
Mr. SLAwsoN. There was no discussion of that, or rather no aspect

of this defensiveness that I could see in the documents that were passed
prior to the assassination .
Thev were all official bureaucratic type documents, very impersonal.
Mr. CORNWELL . There was no suggestion in any of those documents,

say from the CIA, when Oswald would come in from a foreign coun-
try. that the Secret Service perhaps should watch this guy or the FBI
watchhim?
Mr. SLAWSON. I can't really remember that, Mr. McKinney, whether

there was or not. Theusual notification would have no suggestion as to
what the agency ought to do at all. It would simply be that "Notifica-
tion is hereby given that such and such, Lee Harvey Oswald or some-
body, had contacted the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City, et cetera,
s.nd presumably returned to the United States shortly thereafter."
Then it would be left up to the FBI to do what they would with that.
Mr. MCKTNNEY. Thank you very much. Thank you, counsel.
Mr. CORNWELL . In your mind would there have been a particularly

severe problem with your area of international conspiracy because of
the fact that there was really only one agency, the CIA, that had any
access to information whichwould reveal that?
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Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes. There is really no way I can imagine and cer-
tainly there was no way at the time I could imagine that anyone could
carry on an investigation of foreign intelligence operations other than
through the CIA. That simply is the body of expert opinion on that
sort of thing and capability that exists in the United States. So, if a
majorsuspect is the CIA itself in some kind of foreign involvement, it
might be, say, taken over or infiltrated by the Cuban or Russian Gov-
ernment, an investigation like the Warren Commission would find it
very, very difficult to ascertain that. That is just inevitable.
This I think occurred to me at the time too but there wasn't much

that could be done about it .
Let me add there I think there are two major defenses there : One, I

think andI still think that the likelihood of anylarge number of people
in amajor Government organization trying to kill their own President
is very small. I think most people are loyal. The other is that anything
that large would almost certainly spill over someplace in the public
view. We had all sorts of people of course looking into this. I think the
chances of its ever being successfully hidden for a long time were
infinitesimally small.
Mr. CORNWELL. Nevertheless it was still your impression, I gather

from your memo and your previous statements, that there were really
only two primary sources of possible information in your field of
responsibility, and that is, what a foreign government might supply,
which obviously had its drawbacks and what the CIA provided you.
Mr. SLnwsoN . That is right.
Mr. Cornwell, remember, I did talk and hear about the question-

ableness of any information supplied by a foreign government, about
the possibility of its being involved, but we did have information from
foreign governments that might lead you to suspect other foreign gov-
ernments were involved . There is no more reason why that would be
suspect than any information generally. For example, we had a com-
munication from the West German Government intelligence service, I
remember, which we investigated. As I recollect, if it had worked out,
it would have implicated the Soviet Union. There is no reason why we
should suspect that.
Mr. CORNWELL. Mr. Chairman, may I have an exhibit marked for

identification as No. 23 . It is a memorandum dated September 6, 1964. I
show it to the witness and ask you, Mr. Slawson, if you recall that
document?
Mr. SLAWSON . I read this last night when your staff supplied it to

me. I in a very general way recollect it, that is all .
Mr. CORNWELL. It deals generally with the question of the type of

information that had been supplied to the Warren Commission by the
CIA. Is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . May we have this document entered into the record

so that we mayask questions concerning it?
Mr. PREYER. Without objection exhibit 23 is entered into the record.
[The document referred to, marked JFK exhibitNo. 23 and received

for the record, follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT No . 23

[Memorandum]
September 6, 196C

To : J . Lee Rankin, General Counsel .
From : W. David Slawson.
Subject : Footnotes supplied by the Central Intelligence Agency .
Throughout our investigation, the CIA has been sending us memoranda. The

CIA made no attempt to withhold any information from the Commission what it
believed was pertinent . Consequently, many of the memoranda we received con-
tained references to secret sources and procedures . During the last few weeks, we
have been working with the CIA to establish guidelines for what we will and
will not publish in our report . These guidelines will, of course, be consistent with
the statement of them in the report itself . Generally speaking, we will publish all
information on which the Commission relied in coming to its conclusions and all
information which tends to counteract these conclusions. Sources of information
will frequently be withheld, but the information supplied by these sources will in
almost all cases be published .

The CIA is now in the process of supplying us with new memoranda designed
to replace previous memoranda . The memoranda will contain the information
which we can publish, and only that information . The plan is that the Commis-
sion will put the old memoranda in a file at Archives marked "SECRET" and use
the new memoranda as exhibits in the report .

Mr. CORNWELL . The first two sentences in the memorandum read,
"Throughout our investigation the CIA has been sending us memo-
randa. The CIA made no attempt to withhold any information from
the Commission that it believed was pertinent." Not meaning to be
facetious but just for clarification, the "it" that is referred to, in other
words, "that it believes was pertinent," does that refer to the CIA or to
the Commission?
Mr. SLAwsoN. I suppose it meant the CIA. I am just trying to inter-

pret my own writing the same as you are but I think that is what I
wouldhave meant.
Mr. CORNWELL . Theway it reads then in substance is that it was your

impression as of September 6, 1964, near the end of the investigation,
that theCIA had made no attempt to withhold any information from
the Commission that the CIA believed was pertinent?
Mr. SLAwsoN. That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL . Did the CIA or anyone, say, between the CIA and

youever tell the Warren Commission members about the CIA assassi-
nation

	

lots on Castro ?
Mr.

	

lots

	

No,not to my knowledge.
Mr. CORNWELL. Do you believe that would have been pertinent to

your work?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . What would you have done in respect to your area if

you had been provided that information?
Mr. SLAWsoN. That is hard to recollect at this point. It certainly

would have increased my suspicion of the possibility that the Cuban
Government was involved, for obvious reasons. I cannot, however,
think of anything that I would have done any differently . The reason
for my conclusion is that I think I followed up every lead as thor-
oughly as I could in anyevent. I already had reasons for suspecting the
Cuban Government as I had reasons for suspecting the anti-Castro
Cubans . So I would have been, I think, doing the same things I did
with perhaps a greater suspicion in my mind .

Nevertheless it was pertinent .
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Mr. CORNWELL . Would you have had with that information any
cause to request records which you did not otherwise seek?
Mr. SLAWSON . No,not that I canthink of . That is a difficult question

forme to answer now because I can't remember in any kind of detail at
all what my request for records was and what records I got.
Mr. CORNWELL . Did you ever seek records concerning the general

issue of assassination plots?
Zr . SLAwsoN . By the CIA?

-NIr . CoRNwELL . Against Castro or anyone?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No, I can't recollect that I did. Our requests for infor-

mation from the CIA were rarely specific . The request was made ini-
tially that they give us all information in any way pertinent to the
assassination investigation .
Mr. CORNWELL . Leaving to their discretion the decision as to what

waspertinent?
Mr. SLAwsow . Well, I suppose inevitably, yes, because there are

mountains of information in the CIA and a request like that has to
leave it to some extent to their discretion as to what is pertinent . Any-
thing that came out I would talk to the CIA about it and if I had any
specific requests those of course would be forwarded.
Mr. CORNWELL . Would it be fair to state that if you had received

that information you at least might have altered your willingness to
rely upon their judgments as to what was pertinent?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I don't know how to answer that. You see, I never

received a "no" from the CIA to any request for information. I mean
a no in the sense of not a willingness. Lots of times of course they
would say "We don't know anything about that" or "We can't find
out for you." So I don't think my attitude would have been any dif-
ferent. I would have had a different set of considerations in mind. I
probably almost certainly would have talked to them more thoroughly
about, well, did Castro know that you were trying to kill him?
And when did he know? Things like that, trying to work out some

possible link between Lee Harvey Oswald and Cuba or anybody else
who might have been implicated in the killing .
Mr. CORNWELL. May we have a memorandum dated June 4, 1964

from Mr. Slawson to Mr. Rankin marked for identification as exhibit
No. 24, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PREYER. All right.
Mr. CORNWELL. You have had a chance to review that prior to com-

ing here?
Mr. SLAwsow. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Do you recall that document?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Again in a general way, yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. Basically the document concerns a telephone con-

servation between you and Mr. Rocca of the CIA and among other
things discusses the general subject matter of assassination ots on
page 2, is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Maywe have that document entered into the record,

Mr. Chairman, so that we may ask the witness specific questions?
Mr. PREYER. Without objection it is so ordered and will be entered

into the record.
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[The document referred to, marked JFK exhibit No. 24 and re-
ceived for the record, follows :]

JFK EXHIBIT No . 24
JUNE 4, 1964 .

To : J . Lee Rankin, Howard P . Willens, Norman Redlich.
From : W. David Slawson .
Subject : Telephone conference with Mr . Rocca of Central Intelligence Agency .
About a week or two ago I telephoned Mr . Rocca and drew his attention to

the fact that my examination of the documents furnished to us by the Russian
Government, excluding the medical documents, which had not arrived at that
time, showed that a high percentage of the signatures other than the Oswalds'
was said to be illegible by the State Department translators . I asked Mr . Rocca
that the CIA examination of these documents specifically take this observation
into account and comment on it . I said that my opinion, as a layman, was that
the high percentage of illegible signatures might have been intentional, in
order to prevent the CIA from checking back on actual persons and places when
it sought to authenticate these documents. However, I also wondered whether
the alleged illegibility was in some cases simply a reflection of the translators'
reluctance to work too bard . Mr . Rocca said that he would bring this matter to
the attention of those who were analyzing the documents .

Commission document No. 1011, which is the CIA report on the Soviet docu-
ments, came to my desk today . It does not comment on the matter mentioned
above. I telephoned Mr . Rocca to ask him about this. His reply was that he had
interpreted my request as simply that the CIA translators do their best to read
and translate all signatures. I repeated that we were not so interested in that as
we were in the general analysis of what if any significance could be attributed
to the high percentage of illegible signatures. I told him that since talking to him
the first time I bad made a personal check and found that out of the 9 signatures
appearing on the non-medical documents 8 were illegible or at least stated to be
illegible by the translators. (Actually the percentage is even higher . Two of the
documents which contained illegible signatures contain two illegible signatures
each, so the ratio is actually 10 to 1 rather than 8 to 1 .)
Rocca said that he now fully understood my concern and would bring it to

the attention of the "higher ups." I told him that we would be happy to make a
formal request if this was desirable, and he said that perhaps it would be, but
be did not think so . He said that he would ask for a formal request from us
later if he or others at CIA thought it was necessary . He told me that the CIA
translators had commented that the illegibility of the signatures was the usual
thing in Russian documents . He said that he got the impression from talking to
them that this is a recurring problem . Apparently the average Russian official
has so many documents to sign that his signature soon becomes a scrawl . How-ever, Rocca did not purport to be an expert on this, and he agreed with me
that a more formal analysis is called for .

(I note here for the record that the following documents contain at least one
illegible signature each : 1A, 3A(1), 3A(2), 5A(3), 6A, 7A, 9A, and 1B, 3A(1)
and 5A(3) contain two illegible signatures each. The following documents con-
tain no signatures at all other than Marina's or Lee Oswald's : 2A, 4A, 5A, 213,
313, 413. The single legible signature other than an Oswald signature is con-
tained on document 8A . The foregoing includes only the nonmedical documents.
There are so many signatures in the medical documents that I have not tried
to itemize them, but it can be seen by a glance through them that they also
contain a high percentage of illegible ones .)
While on the telephone with Rocca he brought up the New York Times article

on conspiracy theories contained in the Times of June 1, 1964 . He made
specific reference to the book by a London newspaper man by the name of Den-
nis Eisenberg mentioned in the Austrian newspapers. This book was published
about 2 months before the assassination and contained an assertion that theright wing elements in America were at that time planning the assassinationof Kennedy. He said that the CIA has already put procedures in motion toget the book and to obtain further information about the author. The New York
Times, as you are probably already aware, describes this as a "striking coinci-
dence." Rocca believes that this may be correct but, of course, cannot be sure. He
drew to my attention the fact that the publishing time of this particular book
appears to have been almost exactly when Castro was supposed to have made



his remark in the Cuban Embassy in Brazil (or to the Brazilian Embassy in
Cuba, I have forgotten at this point) to the effect that "Two can play at this
game." According to the Miami newspaper which published this allegation, Cas-
tro was referring to the Bay of Pigs invasion and subsequent guerrilla activities
financed by the CIA which had resulted in the deaths of many Cuban citizens.

Rocca said that either he or Mr . [deleted] could report to us on the results
of the inquiry on Eisenberg, either formally or informally. He asked me
whether we wanted to make a formal request for such a report. I replied that
I did not think it was necessary in view of the fact that I now know that CIA
was looking into the matter and would give us a report . I told him that I
would make a memo of our conversation and might remind him of it at a later
time if we had not yet heard from him or [deleted] .
Mr. CORNWELL. On page 2 the last paragraph reflects that while

on the telephone Rocca brought up a New York Times article on
conspiracy theories contained in the Times of June 1, and made
specific reference to a book by a Dennis Eisenberg published about
2 months before the assassination and containing an assertion that
the right wing element in America were at that time planning the
assassination of Kennedy.
The particular part of that paragraph I would like to ask you

about is a couple of sentences further down. There it reads that h1r.
Rocca drew your attention to the fact that the publishing time of
this particular book appears to have been almost exactly when Castro
was supposed to have made his remark in the Cuban Embassy in
Brazil to the effect that, "Two can play at this game." Would it be
fair to say that simply on the face of that, one possible inference was
that Rocca was deliberately suggesting to you that it was right wing
plots to assassinate him that had perhaps come to his attention and
prompted his statements about two being able to play at the game?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I have no such remarks. My only recollection at this

time is that Rocca was drawing my attention to the fact that Castro
might well have been involved . Of course he had presumably drawn
my attention to this before but he was just doing what he did with
me a lot, trying to work with me to put two and two together .
Mr. CORNWELL . Specifically with respect to your notation that he

draw attention to the coincidence of the dates between this book and
Castro's statement, would it have been possible that he was attempting
to mislead you and suggest that it was right wing plots as opposed to
CIA plots that hadprompted Castro's statements?
Mr. SLAWSON . I don't know. That suspicion I don't think occurred

to me at the time . It is hard for me to characterize that now.
Mr. CORNWELL. If you and Mr. Rocca had conversations such as this

concerning assassination plots, Castro's statements, can you tell us,
based upon your experience there at the time, any reason why the CIA
would have withheld from you information concerning their intimate
knowledge andassociation with these plots?
Mr. SLAwsox. Based on my experience at the time why the CIA

might have withheld information from me of their involvement in
plots against Castro ?
Mr. CORNWELL. Yes.
Mr. SLAWSON. If your question is directed toward my putting myself

back in 1964, my answer is that I had no inkling that the CIA was in-
volved in those plots and therefore that speculation never entered my
mind. If your question is directed toward my thinking now, the answer

43-319-79-12
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would be that, yes, they would have an interest in not disclosing it be-
cause they were ashamed of it . They must have felt that it was not
a proper thing for them to have done. Otherwise, I don't see why they
would not have disclosed it to the members of the Warren Commission.
Of course it would have been highly secret but they disclosed other

-information to us which they felt was also highly secret . For example,
the Nosenko affair was highly secret information. To a limited extent
I was given information about sources abroad by sources which were
highly secret. I was permitted to follow out that information insofar
as I felt I needed to in order to assess the credibility of information
obtained. As I say, that was very secret stuff too.
I think the fact that they did not trust us would not have been a

reason because they did trust us with highly confidential information.
Mr. CORNWELL. The very last sentence of the memo reads, "Accord-

ing to the Miami newspaper which published this allegation Castro
was referring to the Bay of Pigs invasion and subsequent guerrilla
activity financed by the CIA which resulted in the death of many
Cuban citizens ."
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. Did you discuss in light of that report with Mr.

Rocca whether or not the CIA had been involved? Did you ask him
+for more information?
Mr. SLAwsoN. My best recollection at this time is that I did in

several conversations with Rocca discuss the CIA involvement in
anti-Cuban activities . I was presumably told that they had been
involved of course in the Bay of Pigs invasion . I remember discuss-
ing informally that involvement with a CIA operative in Mexico
City . Also their involvement with anti-Castro Cuban groups in the
United States . I don't know how you exactly draw the line between
that and an attempt to kill Castro personally . Anyway I never in
my own mind crossed over that line and no one ever crossed over
it yvoluntarily in talking to me.
Mr. CORNWELL. Were there any other areas that, since termination

Of your work, have now come to light which you would consider
pertinent to the job you had and yet apparently at the time the CIA
did not consider pertinent or otherwise withheld?
Mr. SLAwsoN. No, I don't think so, except this one.
Mr. McKiNNEY . Could I ask a question about the way you were

thinking? If you had known then of the attempts by the CIA to
encourage people to kill Castro and probably their actual involve-
ment would it not have been a legitimate thought that that might
have triggered the assassination of the President?
Mr. SLAWSON. Sure, that would have been the immediate suspicion.
Mr. MCKrNNEY . And probably the immediate suspicion of many

of the other members, not that the CIA did it but they had triggered
it by their involvement. So it would really have changed their
thinking?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes ; I think I should have added that . That was

involved in what I did say, they were ashamed of it and particularly
they might have been very fearful that they would be blamed for
the assassination of Kennedy even though they of course had not
ordered it but they had triggered it in the sense that they instigated
the Cuban Government to do it .
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Also, and I don't think I thought of this at the time, but in retro-
spect an agency that sanctions an attempt to kill somebody else's
head of state is not in a very good position to be outraged when ours
is killed .
Mr. McKINNEY. I was going to go there but you went there on

your own.
Mr. CORNWELL. Do you recall the information that the CIA

provided you concerning Kostikov, the man that Osivald perhaps
misdescribed in the Russian Embassy?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. An employee of the KGB in Mexico City?
111r. SLAWSON. That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL. Did the possibility that Kostikov was a member of

,-division 13, among other things apparently at least including assassi-
nation, ever came to your attention?
Mr. SLAWSON. My recollection is that I was told that Kostikov

was probably a very, certainly a very high ranking official in the
KGB and perhaps the highest ranking such official in the Western
Hemisphere. I don't remember whether he was placed in any par-
ticular division which would include assassinations or not. But my
recollection is that his job would include that among other things .
In other words, he was high enough up that he might not even have
been within a particular division but had several divisions under his
.control insofar as they operated in the Western Hemisphere, the
Western Hemisphere being the northern part of the Western Hemi-
sphere including the Caribbean.
The CIA told me that Mexico City was a kind of spy headquarters

so to speak for lots of countries, like Istanbul used to be in detective
thrillers, the spies always met at Istanbul . Supposedly Mexico City
was somewhat in truth like that in the early 1960's and late 1950's .
Mr. CORNWELL. What was your understanding based on what the

CIA told you at the time concerning the nature of the contacts
`between Kostikov and Oswald?
Mr. SLAWSON. This was not a matter of the CIA telling me so

much as it was a prime objective of our joint investigation. Obviously
this was a crucial thing. I mean if we could be certain that we knew
everything that went on between Kostikov and Oswald we could
have disposed one way or another of the Russian involvement it seems
to me, almost certainly. We had some highly reliable sources of
information about what was said . The CIA had some background
information on Kostikov, not a lot.
I mean they had what I just told you about him, and we had

other bits of circumstantial information as to who was probably in
the Russian Embassy on or about the same time as Oswald was. We
tried to put it all together and I worked with the CIA on that . We
came up basically with the conclusions that are in this report includ-
ing parts of the report which are not here which I don't remember
either but there are obviously many, many pages that are out of
this, which presumably had things giving in more detail the back-
ground of my conclusions.
Mr. CORNWELL . As I understand, your best memory is that the

, CIA did not. mention division 13 in connection with Kostikov?
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Mr. SLAwsox . Yes ; that is my recollection . As I say I don't think it-
bears the significance of any withholding of information because they
certainly made clear to me that Kostikov was a very important man
and that his importance was such that it probably would include as-
sassinations if any were being carried on through theKGB in this part
of the world and the CIA had taken great care in educating me in the
general technique of the KGB in carrying out foreign assassinations.
I spent a long time studying a file that the CIA gave me on a KGB
foreign assassin who had defected in Western Europe in the 1950's .
I have forgotten his name but the CIA had a big file on him which,
as far as I know, I read everything they gave me, trying to educate
myself on what kind of patterns of conduct to look for, how would the
Russians carry on an assassination abroad, if they had done so here .
Mr. CORNWELL. Directing your attention back to exhibit 22, one of

the things which you discuss in there as I understand it is the question
of what type of relationship Oswald mayhave had with a foreign gov-
ernment. In other words, distinguishing between a relationship which
might have involved the distribution of propaganda, on the other hand'
an active role as an assassin for them, that sort of thing. I take it
from that that it would have been deemed relevant by you if you ha&
received the information, it would have been a relevant fact of his con-
trol or work in division 13, in other words, his relationship to possible
assassination work by the Russian Government . Is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. I did not see this in the part of the memo, exhibit 22,

but can you tell me whether there exists any indication that Kostikor
had responsibility for assassinations?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No ; in my reviewing it last night I did not come

across anything of that nature either although I think that the parts
of the memo that are shownhere do include my statement that he was a
KGB official, KGB employee.
Mr. CORNWELL. We may not have all of your memos but will you

tell us, to the best of your memory. did the fact that Kostikov may
have worked with or had responsibility for assassinations appear any-
where in the Warren Commission report?
Mr. SLAwsox. I don't remember this either. I think the Warren

Commission report does reflect that Kostikov was a KGB employee,
and I think, but I am not sure at this point, certainly not sure, that the
Warren report also reflects the fact that of course the KGB had car-
ried out assassinations elsewhere in the world. In Western Europe T
think we attributed one at least to them. So, to me that presumably was
sufficient .
Mr. CORNWELL. If the possibility that Kostikov was associated with

assassinations appears neither in your memos nor in the Warren Com-
mission report is your memory still the same that the CIA neverthe-
less gave youthat information?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes ; but I want, to repeat myself for emphasis . My

recollection or impression of Kostikov wasthat he wasmore important
than that. He was high enough up so that he was the central director
so to speak for KGB activities in the Caribbean area which as I say
was a very important area because it was a kind of spy clearinghouse
and presumably an assassination clearinghouse too.



The principal objective of my work in Mexico was to find out what
11ad gone on between Oswald and this very importantKGB operative.
Obviously it was a suspicious circumstance.

Air. CORNWELL . Mr. Chairman, may we mark two memoranda, dated
February 21 and March 27, 1964, for identification as exhibits 25 and
26.

Air. PREYER . Those documents may be marked for identification.
Mr. SLAwsoN . I should addthat as far as I was able to ascertain with

the help of the CIA the fact that Kostikov was called down to see
Oswald when Oswald showed up at the Russian Embassy was prob-
nbly not as significant as onemightthink because apparently he would
have been called down to see any out-of-the-ordinary person, anyone
that mighthave intelligence significance, any secret significance to the
Russians .

air. CORNWELL . If Icould direct your attention to exhibits 25 and 26,
_you have had a chance to review prior to coming here, is that correct $

Air. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Basically both memos refer to a similar subject

platter and that is the possibility of obtaining some information con-
cerning Oswald's contact in Mexico City through a man named Al
Tarabochia.

Air. SLAWSON . That is correct.
Air. CORNWELL. _-Kay we enter both of those exhibits in the record

ZO that we may ask the witness specific questions concerning them .
Air. PREYER . Without objection exhibits 25 and 26 are admitted into

-the record .
[The documents referred to, marked JFK exhibits 25 and 26 and

xeceived for the record, follow :]
JFK EXHrBrr No. 25

(Memorandum]
FERRuARY 21, 1964.

To : Howard Willens .
From : David Slawson.
Subject : The possibility of a new informant in Mexico City .

During the conference in your office on Thursday, February 20, we discussed
the use of sources of information in Mexico City other than the CIA and the
FI3I . We decided that rather than attempting piecemeal utilization of such other
sources, we would first gather information as to the existence of such other
sources and then try to use them in a coordinated manner, with full consultation
:among all the agencies concerned.

I therefore am bringing to your attention the existence of a possible informant
for this purpose.
On pages 4-5 of Commission No . 351, which appears to be a portion of a memo-

randum of a telephone call from Alan Schwartz of the State Department to
William McManus, of the Senate Internal Security Committee, it is stated that
a man named "Al Tarabochia" claims to have a good contact who has connec-
tions at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City. Mr. Tarabochia wants to know if
the contact should inquire about Oswald's true purpose while at the Embassy
there. The context indicates that this Tarabochia is an anti-Castro Cuban .
Otherwise, I know nothing about him . If we want to explore the possibilities
of using this informant, we should probably contact Mr. William McManus and
get more detail from him .

I mentioned all this to you a few days ago, and you told me that you believed
our files contained a letter from Senator Eastland or his staff on the general
subject. The best efforts of Ruth Shirley have been unable to locate such a
letter .
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JFK EXHIBIT No. 26

[Memorandum]
MARCH 27, 1961.

To : J . Lee Rankin,
From : W. David Slawson .
Subject : Senate Internal Security Subcommittee ; Possible Use of Their Mexican.

Informant.
On Tuesday, March 17, 1964 I called Mr. J . G . Sourwine, counsel for the Senate

Internal Security Subcommittee. I referred to a memorandum in a file which
fir . William McManus, formerly with Mr . Sourwine's staff, had sent to the Com-
mission on January 28, 1964, in which there was a reference to an "Al Tara-
bochia," a man known to the subcommittee who, in turn, claims to know someone
who has access to confidential information about the Cuban Embassy in Mexico .
City . I told Mr. Sourwine that the Commission would like to utilize this in-
formant and that for this purpose we would like either to be told his name or -
given other means by which we could make contact with him . Mr . Sourwine asked
me why we wanted to use the informant. This question struck me as strange, since
the reasons must have been obvious, but my reply was that we of course had
knowledge that Oswald had been in Mexico not too long ago before the assassina-
tion and that he had made contacts with the Cuban Embassy, so we naturally
wanted to find out as much as possible about these contacts . Mr . Sourwine said
be would take the matter up with Senator Eastland.

That afternoon Mr. Sourwine called back and asked that I send him copies--
of the memorandum from Mr. McManus, since he could not find this memorandum
in his files . He said he would like the memorandum if possible by the following -
morning because he was having a conference with Senator Eastland around noon
time and could then present the whole problem to him for an early solution . I
therefore sent Mr. Sourwine a letter dated March 18, enclosing a copy of the
memorandum in question, and had it hand delivered to him on the morning of
:March 18.

I heard nothing further from Mr. Sourwine and therefore I telephoned his
office on Thursday morning, March 26. He was not there . He returned my call
that afternoon and the conversation went roughly as follows
He apologized for the delay, saying that he had been unable to reach Senator

Eastland about this matter because the Senator had been so busy and sometimes
out of town . However, he had just seen Senator Eastland and their decision was
that although they wanted to cooperate in every way with the Commission, they
did not feel that they could disclose their informant to us. He said that they would
be happy to give us a letter to this effect, signed by the Senator. Mr . Sourwine-
added that they would be happy to convey to the informant any specific questions
we had and convey back his answers to those questions . Mr. Sourwine also added
that Mr. Taraboch]a's reluctance to disclose the identity of his informant was .
"understandable." I agreed and said words to the effect, "Am I to understand,
then, that it is Mr. Tarabochia's reluctance to disclose the identity of the in-
formant which is the basis for Senator Eastland's refusal to do so?" Mr . Sourwine
replied, "No ; the decision is the Senator's, not Mr. Tarabochia's ."

I said that I was not authorized to give a decision at the present time, that the
decision on something of this importance would have to be made by Mr. Rankin
or the Commission itself. I added that it was my opinion that if we did decide
to forward questions through Mr. Sourwine that they would be of the most gen-
eral nature, rather than specific. Mr. Sourwine replied that general questions
might be hard to handle . I asked Mr. Sourwine whether his informant could
handle a question such as, "Give us all the information you have on what the
Cuban Embassy knows about Oswald, his visits to the Embassy, and anything
else which might relate to the assassination of President Kennedy ." Mr. Sour-
wine's reply was that although such a question was very broad, it probably could
he handled . He then repeated his willingness to give us a signed letter from Sen-
ator Eastland. We closed off the conversation by my saying that he should do
nothing whatever on this matter until hearing further from me or Mr. Rankin .
Mr. Sourwine agreed.

In view of the subcommittee's reluctance to give us direct access to their in-
formant, I recommend that we convey to Mr. Sourwine the very general kind of
questions that I mentioned during the telephone conversation and hope that we
get as much information as possible from the informant. Forwarding specific
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questions to the informant would carry the strong disadvantage of diseTosing to,
the informant and to everyone who worked with him, the particular problems that
were worrying us and the particular areas in which we felt we were deficient ;
in our knowledge .

Mr. CORNWELL . First, would it be accurate to state that the sub-
stance of the two memos is that the Senate Internal Security Subcom-
mittee contacted the Warren Commission with respect to offering
information through an informant?
Mr. SLAWSON. I cannot remember whether they contacted us or

whether I came upon the reference in a memorandum-well, it says
here in exhibit 25, page 1, "A memo of a telephone call from Abba
Schwartz to William McManus." You see, I had copies of every Gov-
ernment agency's memorandum and correspondence of every kind
that had anything to do with the assassination . So, the State Depart-
ment presumably would have sent us a copy of this . So, in going
through that I may have noticed the statement and, of course, then
wanted to get in touch with this contact, myself.
I don't remember how it first came to our attention .
Mr. CORNWELL. Whatever became of the possibility of using this

informant?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Nothing. The contacts to the best of my recollection

were made as stated in these two memorandums. I talked to Mr.
Sourwine. I think but I am not sure that I followed up a telephone call
with a personal conference with him in his office. But he and Senator
Eastland were not willing to give us access to the claimed contact they
had, and nothing came of the request that we gave them for informa-
tion from that .
There was no further communication.
Mr. CORNWELL. What was your final opinion about this incident?'
Mr. SLAWSON . My final opinion and to my recollection, it was also

J. Lee Rankin's, was that Sourwine and Eastland were trying to use-
this alleged contact as a way of finding out inside information about
the Warren investigation which they could use for their own political'
purposes.
Mr. CORNwELL. Did you discuss the Tarabochia and Sourwine

contacts with Roccaor anyone else in the CIA?
Mr. SLAWSON . I don't remember the occasion of doing so, but I cer-

tainly must have . I would probably have discussed this with both the
CIA andtheFBI.
Mr. CORNWELL . What, if any, information did the CIA provide you-

coneerning Tarabochia and Sourwine?
Mr. SLAWSON . I am sure it was to the effect that they didn't know

anything about the contacts . That was probably just the end of it .
Their standard procedure would be not to make any comment on a
Congressman or his motive . They would have said, "We don't know
anything about this Tarabochia" and that would have been the end'
of it.
Mr. CORNWELL. In the course of consideration of raids and that sort

of thing in Cuba, did the subject matter of one raid, which I guess is
popularly known as the Bavo-Pawley raid, come to your attention?
Mr. SLAWSON . That name does not mean anything to me ; no. It does

not. mean anything to me now.
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Mr. CORNWELL. Do you recall whether or not the CIA provided youany information about Tarabochia or Sourwine concerning raids in
Cuba
Mr. SLAwsoN. I understood the question as whether the CIA sup-

plied me with any information about raids in Cuba in connection with
Sourwine andTarabochia. My answer is no .
Mr. CoRxwELL. Directing your attention again to exhibit 22, on page

3 you discuss not only the problem that we asked you questions about
earlier, and to what extent you could conduct an effective investiga-
tion, but on the bottom of page 3 you note that there are also problems
with the fact that a good deal of the information cannot be disclosed
to the American public and you note that there are two reasons for
that. One, that much of what CIA might provide could come from
particularly sensitive methods or sources which would be impossible
to disclose ; and second, that in fact in some cases the information it-
self could not even be disclosed, and you cite as an example on page
4 the fact that a Russian MVD employee may secretly have tried to
warn Oswald not to come to Russia., if disclosed, might result in the
employee being severely punished or executed . Will you provide to
the committee any examples where those types of considerations ulti-
mately restricted your ability to tell the American public why you
reached certain findings or to provide it in the information you had
acquired
Mr. SLAwsoN. I can recollect several situations like that, but even

to this day some of them, so far as I know, are still sensitive. There
was a highly placed source, a source highly placed in a particular
foreign government, from which we got information indicating the
noninvolvement of that government . The information was in the na-
ture of the surprise expressed by members of that government and
apparently genuine shock at the news of Kennedy's assassination,
which would of course tend to show they were not involved . But even
to state what that government was and any information in great detail
would lead to possible identification of the course because there were
only apparently so many people present when these things were
observed .
So that would be one such situation. Other ones were, while the

other one I have in mind was similar, we were notable to use other
information which again tended to exonerate the government involved
because the information was spoken by certain foreign officials at a
time and place where, if they knew we had it, they could tell pretty
well how we got it. Then thecomment I made right here in the memo
on page 4 or someplace further on, about the Russian MVD employee,
there the reasons would be to avoid retaliation against an individual
they might have harmed him and still might. One thing that has
bothered me about the public disclosure of some of this information is
that these people are presumably still alive in Russia .
Mr. CORNWF.LL. At least there were a number of examples where

these kinds of concerns did result in exactly what you predicted, in
other words, failure to disclose the information to support your
conclusion?
Mr. SLAwsox. That is right.
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Mr. CoP.NwzLL. What about the Nosenko example? What were the
reasons for ultimately not disclosing the information that Nosenko
had provided?
Mr. SLAwsoN. There were two basic ones . One, I never did under-

stand thoroughly ; but to get to the first one we did not disclose it be-
cause it seemed so very self-serving by the Russians, that to even appear
to rely upon it in our conclusion that was basically exonerating the
Russian involvement in the assassination we thought would be bad
because we in fact were not relying upon it. As I said in the memo,
the coincidence was too much, the first major defector in many years
should come across after the assassination and have information that
tended to show that the Russians were not at all involved . I am still
suspicious of it . I still think that Nosenko was probably a plant, which
does not go to say it was not true, but it means that you can't rely
upon it.
The second reason was that the CIA told me and told Bill Coleman,

it is my recollection, and other people on the Commission staff, that
their procedures to test the authenticity of Nosenko would be com-
promised if the Russians were to know what Nosenko told us . They
said that authenticating and evaluating Nosenko was of extreme im-
portance to them.
He was the most important potential source of information they

had obtained in years about the Russians . So, we didn't want to hurt
their investigation.
Mr. CoRNwDLL . May we mark for identification a memorandum

dated July 17,1964, as exhibit 28, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PREYER. We will mark that for identification.
Mr. CoRNwELL. Do you recall that memo, Mr. Slawson ?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I recall it from reading the file last night. Except in

a very central way I assume it is the one I wrote. I don't recall any
details.
Mr. CORNWELL. I am sorry that I don't have a copy of it here but

apparently there was a memo dated July 15, shortly before this one,
from you to Mr. Rankin, explaining a list of your proposed references
to what would be quoted as "A confidential Soviet Union source, the
reliability of whichhas not been established." In the foreign conspiracy,
in the Russian section of the report, in detailing about five areas which
you had planned to discuss and following that memo I take it was
the July memo 2 days later, would it be fair to state that at the point
in time when this memo was written the Warren Commission was go-
ing through the process of determining whether or not they could
disclose the information that Nosenkohadprovided?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes, that would be my recollection .
Mr. CoRNwELL. May we have this exhibit admitted as part of the

record . Mr. Chairman?
Mr. I'REYMR . Without objection the exhibit is entered into the record .
[The document referred to, marked JFK exhibit 28 and received

for the record, follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT No. 28

[Memorandum]
JuLZ 17, 1964.

To : WILmAM T. COLEMAN.
From : W. David Slawson .
Attached is Howard Willens' re-draft of our Foreign Conspiracy draft. I have

not had time to read it in detail yet, but with a few exceptions he seems to have
accepted our arguments and our plan of organization. There are three major
exceptions : First, all references to the "secret Soviet Union source" have been
omitted . I attended a conference with the CIA on this and now agree that we
should not question this source. Willens can fill you in on the reasons why. In-
deed, the argument based upon Oswald's being permitted to marry Marina has
been omitted because the CIA claims it has information of many cases in which
spies were married to nonspies . Third, the argument based upon Oswald's gen-
eral character and his way of life in the United States has been omitted here and
will be reinserted at a point where it will apply to not only the foreign conspiracy
but also the [deleted] conspiracy and a tie-in with Ruby.

In case I do not get to talk to you on the telephone before I leave, I have read
your Mexican draft . It is very good. If you get a chance, speak to Willens and
see whether he wants a Xerox copy now or whether he wants to wait for foot-
noting. I made a very few changes while I was reading it, but have not attempted
as yet a real editing job . I am in full agreement with the substance and the con-
flicting evidence . These, so far as I am concerned, require change.
Mr. CORNWELL . Directing your attention to the memo, would it be

fair to state that in the third sentence in the first paragraph we have
a record of the fact that a decision as of July 17 hadbeen made that all
references to the secret Soviet Union source have been omitted, which
then coincides with Mr. Willen's redraft of your foreign conspiracy
draft? In other words, is this the point in time when the Warren Com-
mission made the decision notto-
Mr. SLAWSON . I am not sure . There were several levels, of course . This

would be a reflection at this point, July 17, that Howard Willens, who
of course is not the Commission itself, had made this decision tenta-
tively that we were to take out references to a secret Soviet Union
source . This was my informing Coleman of it but this, like all decisions
of importance, presumably would have g'one up. In other words, Wil-
lens would have sent in his redraft of the foreign conspiracy portaon
of the report whichI hadwritten with his explanation of any changes.
This would have to go to Lee Rankin and Lee Rankin would have
made any comments or whatever that he might have had and that in
turn might have gone to the full Warren Commission for decision.
Mr. CORNWELL . Then the answer is, ultimately, the initial decision,

which at this point had been made by Mr. Willens, was finally adopted
by the Commission?.,

fir. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Now in addition to the problems we have already

discussed concerning the sheer difficulty of conducting an investiga-
tion in the foreign conspiracy field and the problems with writing
a final report which could describe fully the results of your investi-
gation . were there any other obstacles in connection with your assign-
ment ? For instance, start with the question of time . Wasthere enough
time to adequately conduct the investigation?
Mr. SLAWSO . Yes, there was, although at times I was afraid that

wouldn't be . There was time pressure on all of us . I think that all
members of the staff' were bothered and somewhat resented the fact
that we were being pushed to worl: at such a rapid pace but we



resisted any attempts to make us finish before we felt we were ready
to be finished . When the report came out neither I, and I don't think
anybody else, felt that there was anything significant that we had
not been able to do in the time .

11r. CORNWELL . When we discussed the same subject matters in-
formally as I recall you made statements to the general effect that
everyone hadtoo much to do .
DIr. SLnwsoa . That is right.
Mr. Com_~WELL . Vvould you explain the sense in which you made

the statement?
Mr. SLnwsoti . Well, I have since learned I think that this is the

nature of any kind of special program. You probably feel overworked
yourself in this . But the amount of paper that we had to go through
to do our job well was tremendous . I spent I think about the first
month simply absorbing information. I don't think I issued a single
significant request the first month I was back there. I had so many
documents to get through and try to understand and try, to put them
together. They continued pouring in from the ongoing investigation
after that.
There weren't that many of us . So we had more than enough to do

I would say.
Mr. CORNWELL . One reason I ask the question, if I could direct

your attention again to exhibit 22, at page: 7 you discuss the possi-
bility of the Soviet Union having assassins abroad to carry out work
for diem. Near the bottom of the main paragraph on that page you
note that once you accept this fact, the possibility that their network,
if it exists, included I.ee Harvey Oswald, must be fully explored,
indicating that at least at that point you felt additional investigation
waswarranted . Is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Not necessarily. My recollection is that I was stating

here-well, the memo tends to confirm my recollection that I was here
speaking of what on page 6 I call the "overall relevance of political
motive" and giving the background to the readers of this memorandum
which was the members of the Commission that when I said that must
be fully explored I meant that I was going to explore them as fully
a s I could in this memo and that they as members of the Warren
Commission should fully explore them in their own minds in order to
come to a conclusion.

In addition, I would have meant that insofar as that exploration on
my side wasnot complete, I was going to continue pursuing it . We did
have portions of that kind of exploration which went up almost to the
last minute before publication.
Mr. CORNWELL. At least the investigation had not anywhere near

been completed at this point, is that correct?
Mr. SLnwsoa. Not quite, no . I would say a great deal of it had been

done . This was written in early June Ithink. I supposesome thing like
two-thirds or three-fourths of this investigation had been completed
by that time .
DIr. CoxNwEr,L. The initial employment arrangement that you de-

scribed contemplated 3 to 6 months, is that correct?
IAIr . SLAWSON . That is right.
Mr. COR-WELL . Is it also true that you understood Earl Warren

--anted a final draft of everything by June?
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Mr. SLAwsox . Yes. At one point I remember he was expecting us to,
be completed by the following Monday, whatever date that would be,
some time in June or May. Lee Rankin was on his way home for the
weekend and turned to Howard Willens and said, "you had better tell
the chief it won't be done next Monday."
Mr. CORNWELL. Do you know what his reaction was ?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No, except he didn't like it . His main motivation

in wanting the work done, and which he repeated several times to dif-
ferent members of the staff, was that he wanted the truth known and
stated to the public before the Presidential election of 1964 because
he didn't want the assassination in any way to affect the elections. I
am not sure at all how he thought it would but he didn't want any
possibility of it.
That washis principal reason for having it all finished .
Mr. CORNWELL.Whom did youget this information from?
Mr. SLnwsoN. AboutWarren?
Mr. CORNWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLAwsoN. From my recollection right from the Chief Justice

himself. He did not deal with us on an individual basis frequently but
enough so that everybody I think who had a significant role on the
staff had conferences with Earl Warren.
Mr. CORNWELL. Again with respect to the same memorandum,

exhibit 22, the very last page of it concludes that, "The facts that
we already know are certainly sufficient to warrant additional investi-
gation," again in the same context, is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes. Let me back up and see what this was in con-

nection with . This is the anti-Castro Cuban movement I am com-
menting on, yes. We had done a good deal of investigation by this
time but on that one we were still going forward insofar as we could.
Mr. CORNWELL . So, the investigation in fact as you suggested was

not complete by June and in fact it continued throughout the summer,
is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsow. That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL . Sylvia Odio, one of the more publicized issues in the

last 15 years, was interviewed in July after you wrote this memo.
Isn't that accurate?
Mr. SLAwsoN. That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL . In fact, as I recall, you had some information about

the investigation in your field, even going up to within 36 hours of
the publication date of the report, isn't that accurate?
Mr. SLAwsox . Thirty-six or 72 or something . It was a matter of

fractions of a day. That is correct.
Mr. CORNWELL. Will you tell the committee what that incident

related to?
Mr. SLAwsoN . That is another one that I cannot get into detail but

we had-well, to go back to the beginning, as I said earlier, a major
part of our investigation into the Mexico trip by Oswald was as to
what transpired between him and Kostikov at the Russian Embassy
and what transpired between him and the people he spoke to in the
Cuban Embassy, I can't pronounce the name, Asque or somebody in
the Cuban Embassy that he apparently spoke to and also Sylvia
Turado de Duran.
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This information we had and were able to obtain by further in-
vestigation led us to the conclusion that if Oswald had done only
what he apparently had done at the Cuban Embassy, which was to
apply for an intransit visa to Cuba so that he could visit Cuba in
transit to the Soviet Union, that certain kinds of documents would
have been made out that would have borne certain people's signatures
including Oswald's .
We did not have those documents . We thought if we could get

them or copies of them and if we could authenticate them that would
be good evidence that in fact Oswald's contact with the Cuban Em-
bassy was indeed innocent as far as the assassination is concerned. It
did concern these other things. So, some time in the spring of 1964
we put through a request to the Swiss Government which had diplo-
matic relations with Cuba for all the Cuban documents relating to
Oswald although I don't think we named anyone in particular.
Eventually copies did come back but they did not get back to us

until fairly late in the summer. My recollection is that the reason
was that there was a lot of friction between Castro and us at that
time . I think they turned off the water at Guantanamo Naval Base
or something like that and they were not in the mood to cooperate.

Nevertheless, they finally got them through the Swiss. When they
came in, although they appeared to be authentic I would like to have
had some additional information as to whether certain peoples' signa-
tures were really their signatures. I told this to theCIA, probably
to Rocca, I can't remember who exactly. He said, "Well, we may be
able to get that for you. We will try." They did finally get it within a
fraction of aday or so before publication deadline.
I was able to say in the Warren report then that this particular bit

of information had been reasonably well authenticated but without
saying how it was.
Mr. CORNWELL. This particular routine was very important to you,

was it not?
Mr. SLAWsox. The workingout of what Oswald had done in Mexico

and trying to authenticate as far as we could ?
Mr. CORNWELL. Yes.
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . In fact when you first were telling me earlier when

you first focused on that issue there were conversations concerning
whether or not you would be permitted to go forward with the investi-
gation in that area, isn't that true?
Mr. SLAwsow . Yes. The request to the Castro government, request

to the Cuban Government through the Swiss went up through chan-
nels to Earl Warren and his first response wasno. The reason he gave
wasthat he did not want to rely upon any information from a govern-
ment whichwas itself one of the principal suspects .
The CIA and I nevertheless came to the conclusion that any infor-

mation that we could get we ought to get. We would worry about
trying to authenticate it after we got it . As I told you, I simply dis-
obeyed orders and went ahead and made the request through the State
Department-it had to come from Dean Rusk, I remember we got his
signature-to the Swiss Government and we got the information. Then
of course Ihad to tell the Chief Justice that we got it and I pretended
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that I had misunderstood his previous statement . I think that is the,
only time I disobeyed orders .
Mr. CORNWELL. It was not only his first impression, it was his only

impression that you should not have pursued this particular-
information?

Nfr. SLAwsow. Once we got the information he was angry and said
something to the effect "I thought I told you we didn't want it ." I said,
"I am sorry, I didn't understand it that way." But he accepted the fact
that we had it. I would never have thought he wouldn't. He did not
make any attempt to suppress it .
Mr. CORNWELL . Would it be fair to state then that this particular

transaction wasa matter that you felt strongly enough about to in fact
disobey Earl Warren's orders and pursued and finally the information
came in within hours before the final publication on September 28 of
the report.

Air. SrAwsow. Yes.
Mr. CoRNwFLu Were there any other areas like this where maybe,

you just didn't make the deadline, you wanted to very badly to investi-
gate, and you were not able to get within hours of the final publication ?
Mr. SLAwsoN. No.
Mr. CoRNw7LL. With respect to the question of whether or not the

investigation was adequate, would you tell us what the composition of
the staff was, the Warren Commission staff, and whether or not there
were enough lawyers whether or not they all produced?

Air. SLAwsox. As I said before, I felt overworked and I think many
of the staff members felt the same way. I think that the main problem
was one of the great underestimations of the size of the task at the
time. As I said, we were told, we were telephoned and asked to come
in, it would be 3 to 6 months. It is my recollection they said it would
be only 3 to 6 months on the outside and of course we ended up taking
about 8.
There was a reluctance, once we were there, to admit-again this is

a matter of once you have made a decision you don't like to admit you
were wrong-but people did not like to admit that we probably needed
more help and more time .
The following incidents will illustrate this. When we first got there

it turned out the secretarial help we had wasmostly incompetent. Also
we had one fewer typewriter for our own use than there were staff
members. That struck a lot of people as silly . In any event I made a
complaint . We eventually got enough typewriters.

Several of us complained about the secretarial help . I was in Lee
Rankin's office talking to him at the time . He had previously put
through a call to McGeorge Bundy at the White House and Bundy's
call back came while I was there. Bundy said "What do you want."
Lee Rankin told him about the secretaries. Bundy said, "Just hold."
Apparently picked up another phone and called the Defense Depart-
ment and he got back on the line, "I just told the Defense Department
to have-I have forgotten the number-but 20 of the best secretaries
over there tomorrow morning," and they did. From that point on we
had good secretaries . But it took, you know, pressure that high up
to get us the resources we needed .
There were things all along the line we had to complain we want

more of this or we want something done here and there.



Mr. COPNwEi,i, . With respect to the investigation of the basic num-
ber of people who did the investigation for the Warren Commission,
was there anybody besides lawyers there to do the work? Did you
have any investigative staff?
Mr. SLAWSON . We had special people assigned from CIA, FBI . and

Secret Service who were with us more or less fall time, especially the
Secret Service who were investigator . I think that some of the areas
of investigation such as that headed by Dare Belin, which was the
immediate; circumstances of the shooting in Dallas employed private
investigators at various points to crosscheck and give an independent
evaluation.

In other words, people who were not themselves FBI agents .
Mr. CORNWELL . Did Dave Belin employ those people?
DTr. SLAWSON. Not with his own money but he chose them . He. and

Bill Ball worked together had chosen them . In my area we did not
because of the difficulties, as I told you earlier. There is no place in
the worldyou can go andbuyaspy investigator.

Mfr. CORNWELL. Were there any problems with the selection of senior
lawyers?
Mr. SLAwsoN. I am not quite sure of the thrust of your question . I of

course was not privy to the selection of staff counsel. I was one of
those who was selected .
Mr. CORNWELL. I mean who did not do the work?
Mr. SLAwsoN. A few did not. The majority of them did and I think

contributed very valuably, they did not, with a couple of exceptions,
spend as much time as the younger men did, especially as the investi-
gation wore on . Some of them I understand were hired with the prom-
ise that only a few weeks work would be required of them . Of course
that turned out not to be the case .

Bill Coleman, who was the one I worked most closely with, I have
forgotten the exact amount but it was in the weeks was all that he was
told he had to contribute. He ended up contributing much, much more
than that. Even then in the middle part of the investigation he was
coming down only 1 day a week. But then toward the end he came
down again and stayed for a long period of time . Of course in the
beginning he stayed permanent time .
Mr. MCKINNEY. May I ask a question here . As the investigation

went on, at the dinners among senior counsel or anyone else did you
ever discuss or feel uncomfortable about your tremendous dependence
on existing governmental agencies? You were really sort of processing
papers, did that bother you?
Mr. SLAWsoN. Yes, it did. We would talk about how we might escape

from the dependency. Apart from the things that I have already
mentioned in three different categories, one was occasionally hiring
an outside expert to give an independent evaluation or assessment of
something. I was not able to do it in my particular area but Dave
Berlin, for example, did do it .
Second was cross-checking the papers passing back and forth be-

tween the jurisdictions .
The third would be just keeping an eye and ear out for any odd bit

of information that would come in not through the agencies .
Mr. MCKINNEY. The CIA had been somewhat discredited by the

time this investigation started by a sort of bumbling with the Bay of
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Pigs . It seems to me there was a large question of their intelligence
gathermg capability after that particular disaster . We also had the
Cuban missile crisis and so forth. There was a very strong cry in
Washington that perhaps our intelligence gathering forces were not
as good as they should be.

wonder if this disturbedyouany?
Mr. SLAwsoN. My recollection is that it did not. I did not view the

Bay of Pigs as reflecting so badly upon the CIA's intelligence gather-
ing operations as it did upon their judgment as to what kind of-
opera-tion mightbesuccessful.
Mr. MCKINNEY. Thatis a fine line you are drawing.
Mr. SLAwsoN. It is. I will admit it is. To illustrate what I mean, not

to tell you that I am right, I think there is no question but that had
President Kennedy been willing to back up an invasion of Cuba, then
of course we were much stronger than Cuba, we could have toppled
the Cuban Government. The bad judgment came in thinking that the
United States wouldbe willingto go that far overtly.
Mr. MCKINNEY. One last question . We have since learned that an

organization which I find hard to pin down, called Army Intelligence,
had its muddy little fingers in a great many things from inside, actu-
ally spying on American citizens within the continental borders of
this country as well as being involved in covert and overt activities
outside. Has Army Intelligence ever been contacted by the Warren
Commission?
Mr. Si.AwsoN . My recollection would be yes because we contacted

every armed service and that would include specifically their in-
telligence operations.
Mr. MCKTNNEY. Did they ever admit to any Cuban activities that

you know of?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Not that I remember, no . My recollection of the

Army Intelligence-I think it was called Army Security Agency in
those days-was that we got information from them about Oswald's
record and activities in the Marine Corps.
I take that back, it could not have been Army Security . It could

have been Navy Security. In any event it was an Armed Forces
security .
Mr. McKiNNEY. But not on the subject matter of Cuba?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Not to my recollection, no.
Mr. CoRNwFLL . I have a couple of additional areas but would thecommittee like to ask questions on what we have been over so far?Mr. PREYFR. I might ask one or two questions.
Incidentally, Mr. Slawson, I see among your qualifications thatyon are a summa cum laude from Amherst, magna cum laude fromHarvard Law School, which should impress a Yale man like Mr.McKinney here.
Yon mentioned that you spent a considerable amount of time withMr. Dulles and that you worked with him. Of course he was onemember of the Commission that had more expertise in this area.What was the nature of your meetings with him? Did you have anyof these informal late evening sessions after dinner and a few drinksand talk about the state of the world as you mentioned you had withthe other lawyers?



Mr. SLAWSON. No. The discussions were some of them informal but
they all occurred right in my office at the Warren Commission build-
ing and during the afternoon or morning. He, as I mentioned, was
somewhat a sick person at the time . I don't recollect his ever being
there past 6 or 7 o'clock in the evening, something like that . He
would become too tired generally to stay on any longer.
Mr. PREYER. Do you happen to know whether he was able to at-

tend most of the Warren Commission meetings or not? Did his illness
prevent him from being active on the Commission?
Mr. SLAWSON . No, I think his illness did not prevent him. In fact,

I think the record will show that he probably had the best attendance
record of anyone . We had a rule that testimony that was to be pre-
sented to the Commission, as opposed to testimony just to a staff
member, could only be given if at least one Commission member was
present. Of course there had to be someone there. I think more of
those sessions that member was Allen Dulles than anybody else .
Mr. PREYER . Did you talk over with him your theory or the hypo-

thetical example of the anti-Castro Cuban involvement in the as-sassination?
Mr. SLAwsox. Presumably I did, yes. I don't remember the exactconversations but that would have been the kind of things I talkedover with him.
Mr. PREYER. Did he ever at any time during those conversationsmention anything about the assassination plots on Castro that the CIAwasundertaking?
Mr. SLAwsox. No.
Mr. PREYER. He had been a Director of the CIA of course. Do you

know when he was last Director of theCIA?
Mr. SLAwsox. No, I don't. I believe he was the immediate past Di-rector at the time but I am not even sure of that .
Mr. PREYER. Perhaps you are going to get into this area, Mr. Corn-well . I want to get the witness' view about the possibility of Oswald

being an FBIinformant . Areyou planning to go into that
11Ir. Col-NWELL. You can go right ahead if you would like .
1Nfr. PREYER. Since you dealt with Oswald's actions in Russia I wouldjust like to get your views on the possibility of his being an FBI in-formant. He did seem to be able, lie and his wife, to move back andforth in Russia with a minimum of bureaucratic delay in getting pass-ports and that sort of thing. I wondered if you looked into that orhad anysuspicions in that area or came to any conclusions in that area?
Mr. SLAwsox . I did look into the possibility that his moving into

Russia, getting a passport to travel abroad and his coming back outof Russia with Marina when he decided to come back to the UnitedStates, had been suspiciously quick or anything else suspicious abouthow they were handled and ultimately concluded that they were notsuspicious, that the obtaining of the passport in particular to go abroadwas well within the normal time for obtaining a passport from theplace lie obtained it which I think was New Orleans. All these placesare foggy in my mind now.
In any event, we got the statement of procedures from the particular

passport office concerned and also from Washington passport office .
We followed up the timing . We did not just accept the State Depart-

43-819-79-13
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ment's word but we got a list of how long it had taken other people,
just a random selection of citizens, about the same time for the same
passport application, places to get their passports, andcompared them,
and his obtaining his, as I said, wasjust routine in terms of time .
Coming back, it was more difficult to assess whether there was any-

thing improperly quick or otherwise improper about Oswald's re-
turn because there you are not dealing with a routine thing. Of course
it is not routine for someone to defect and then come back from the
Soviet Union.

Nevertheless, my recollection was that there had been something like
20 people that that had happened to, a surprising number at the time .

Insofar as I could, I studied all those other cases to make com-
parisons. The conclusion there was that there was nothing odd about
the Oswald case . As I say, that is a soft conclusion because they were
all unique cases in a sense. You could not make any statistical study
out of the 20 .
Mr. PREYER . I have just one other question. Do you know at this

time whether or not Raymond Rocca knew of the assassination plot
against Castro at the time you were dealing with him?
Mr. SLAWSON. I certainly did not know at the time because I did

not know there were such plots. Even to this day I don't know whether
he did know. I either read or had someone tell me, and I can't remem-
ber which, in the last couple of years that in their opinion, Rocca did
not know it, that the CIA had deliberately chosen people to work with
the Warren Commission staff who were not aware of these plots in
order that they could pick people who could be sincerely ignorant of it.
Mr. PREYER . Thank you. I have no further questions.
Mr. Devine .
Mr. DEviNE . No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PREYER . Any further questions, Mr. McKinney ?
Mr. MOIIINNEY. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PREYER . Mr. Cornwell, how muc11 longer do you think you will

need to question the witness? The question is whether we should recess
for lunch at this time or try to finish?
Mr. CORNWELL. I would say at least 30 minutes, perhaps a little

loner.
Mr. PREYER. Perhaps we had better break for lunch and resume at

2 o'clock. Will that be all right, Mr. Slawson?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes ; that will be OIL. I have plane reservations at

5:30.
:Mr. CORtiWELL. Which airport?
Mr. SLAWSON. Dulles .
Mr. PREYER. I don't anticipate there will be any problem making

that plane.
Mr. CORNWELL. Not for Mr. Slawson. There are two witnesses from

California today both of whom are trying to catch that same plane.
For Mr. Slawson at least there is no problem.
Mr. PREYER. We will recess until 1 :30 today.
FWhereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed until

1 :30 p.m.]
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AFmNOON SESSION

Staff members present : G. Robert Blakey, G. Cornwell, W. Wizel-
man, D. Hardman, R. Genzman, E. Bernlng, M. Wills, W. Cross,
J. Facter, J. Wolf,K. Klein, and L. Matthews.
Mr. PREYER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cornwell .

TESTIMONY OF W. DAVID SLAWSON RESUMED

Mr. CORNWELL . Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Slawson, we have discussed up to this point many of the papers

that you wrote while you were a Warren Commission staff attorney
and the problems that you faced which in large part are reflected on the
face of these memoranda.
What happened to the fruits of your investigation and particularly

the fruits as they were reflected in such memoranda at the time that the
final Warren Commission report was written?
Mr. SLAwsow. To the best of my knowledge, I never destroyed any-

thing and they were left either in my desk or in files at the Warren
Commission building and were subsequently put in some kind of
security classification and sent off to the Archives .
Mr . CORNWELL . What I really had in mind, although I appreciate

the answer, was what transition occurred in putting the results of your
investigation into a final report, the public report?
Mr. SLAWSON . My recollection of that, and the memos that I have

refreshed my recollection on tend to confirm this, is that Bill Coleman
and I handed in our reports to Howard Willens, not reports but our
drafts for inclusion in the Warren report to Howard Willens, and
Howard redrafted to some extent, made comments and would send us
back a copy . We would either approve or state our objections. Then
when we reached agreement, it would go from Howard to J. Lee
Rankin and from him, usually with very little further change, to the
Commission itself .
But this whole process took considerably more than a month toward

the end and the Commission might frequently send things back for
redrafting or shortening or more elaboration and so on . Of course it
was their job to put the whole report together in a meaningful and
clear fashion .

In other words, we might see something again or it might come
down and somebody else would be given the task of putting it together
with two or three other staff members' input.
Mr. CORNWELL. I would like to ask you some questions about what

type of changes, if any, were made in the rewrite processes. Perhaps,
again because there has been some period of time, we might proceed to
do that by looking at your papers and, if you would, let us begin look-
ing at exhibit 22 which is basically a, large document .
For purposes of comparison, I will hand you a copy of the Warren

Commission report so that we will know what, page we are talking to.
It is the official version as opposed to the McGraw-Hill publication. I
believe the only changes are in page numbering between those two
versions. As a reference we will refer to that one and those pages in the
official report .
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With respect to pages 1 and 2 of your memo, page 1 is the concept
that : "Firm evidence of foreign conspiracy is obviously very hard to
come by", the kind of concepts you discussed earlier. The concept on
page 2 that one method whichyou could use wasthe CIA but in essence
there weren't really too many additional sources for comparison of
what you got from foreign governments other than the CIA.
Iwould like to ask you to compare those concepts with what appears

in the Warren Commission report at page 243, which would be 225
in the McGraw-Hill publication. Near the top of that page we of course
do find the statement in the first full-I am looking at the McGraw-
Hill version, it is at the top of my page statement that "The Commis-
sion faced substantial difficulties in determining whether anyone con-
spired with or assisted the person who committed the assassination."
However, on the following page the concept is somewhat different

or at least I ask you whether or not it is.
Mr. SLAWSON . Which part?
Mr. CoRNwELL. Pages 244 and 245 of the official version.
Mr. SLAwsoN. At the very bottom of 244 "In considering, the ques-

tion of foreign involvement" ?
Mr. CORNWELL . Yes, sir . Thelanguage :
In considering the question of foreign involvement, the Commission has re-

ceived valuable assistance from the Department of State, the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and other Federal agencies with
special competence in the field of foreign investigation .
Mr. SLAWSON . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Taking those passages, would it be fair to state that

the nature of the difficulties that you faced in the foreign investigative
field were substantially minimized by comparison in theWarren Com-
mission report from the way you described them in your internal
memos 1
Air. SLAWSON . No ; I don't think they were minimized. I think the

right words would be just simply "not discussed." The report, as I
read it, is giving a kind of "thank you" to these various agencies for
their help and then just saying we are not going to disclose anything
that is from a confidential source of information, but aside from that,
the Commission will disclose everything that it relied upon, and I
think that needs to be emphasized, that Earl Warren in particular
tried to be scrupulously honest that way.
He would not in his own mind and in the deliberations of the Com-

mission that I heard about, rely on anything that he felt he could not
disclose to the public, for example, the Nosenko stuff.
Mr. CORNwFLL. Directing your attention to page 374 which is page

350 in the McGraw-Hill version, the concluding paragraph reads
Based upon the investigation reviewed in this chapter, the Commission con-

cluded that there is no credible evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was part
of a conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy . Examination of the facts of
the assassination itself revealed no indication that Oswald was aided in the plan-
ning or execution of his scheme . Review of Oswald's life and activities since
1959, although productive in illuminating the character of Lee Harvey Oswald
(which is discussed in the next chapter), did not produce any meaningful evi-
dcnce of a conspiracy. The Commission discovered no evidence that the Soviet
Union or Cuba were involved in the assassination of President Kennedy . Nor did
the Commission's investigation of Jack Ruby produce any grounds for believing
that Ruby's killing of Oswald was part of the conspiracy.
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Mr. SLAWSON . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . It states the conclusion with considerably less doubt

than the view that you expressed in your memos.
Mr. SLAwsoN . There is an emphasis gained in the official report by

repetition . Thi, goes on and on essentially saying everything in the
first sentence and then repeating it in detail thereafter and that makes
it sound more positive than it would otherwise literally be.
No ; I think I agree that this is accurate in that I, too, concluded that

there wasno credible evidence . In other words, there is lots of evidence
if we count as evidence, as we had to in the processes of investigation,
everything that came in that if true would point toward a conspiracy .
But our investigation in no case has led to the conclusion that that
evidence was accurate . So, I think the flat statement there was no
credible evidence, is absolutely accurate.
Mr. CORNWELL . The first statement then in your view, "no credible

evidence" is accurate . What about the remaining repetitious con-
cepts, "no indication"?
Mr. SLAWSON . Literally of course that is not true . There was some

indication. I would read that as implicit in the word "credible," there
is no credible indication.
Mr. CORNWELL . The nest concept, "no evidence," in the concept of

that, "nor any grounds," in the final statement, "no evidence" again.
As repeated the sentence would be a slight overstatement?
Mr. SLAWSON . I would put it differently. If you interpret the word

"evidence" as meaning something that points toward the involvement
of these people, if you conclude that the thing is true, then of course
these statements are flatly wrong. It all has to go back to the credibility
of the weight of the evidence .

Air. CORNWELL . Directing your attention to page 98 of the large doc-
ument, exhibit 22, Iwould like you to compare the language at the top

Unfortunately, however, although the means of investigation at our disposal
in '.Mexico have in our opinion been stretched to the utmost, there still remain
galas in our knowledge of what Oswald did while he was there .
The paragraph concludes
The final answer to the meaning of the Mexico trip therefore will probably

never be given .
I would like you to compare that language, if you would, to the

report at page 305, which is page 282 in the McGraw-Hill version.
Mr . SLAwsON . 305 in my version?
Mr. CORNWELL. 305. Particularly the language that-
The investigation of the Commission has produced considerable testimonial

and documentary evidence establishing the precise time of Oswald's journey, his
means of transportation, the hotel at which he stayed in Mexico, and a restaurant
at which he often ate. All known persons whom Oswald may have met while in:Mexico, including passengers on the buses he rode, and the employees and guestsof the hotel where he stayed, were interviewed . No credible witness has beenlocated who saw Oswald with any unidentified person while in Mexico City.
There is perhaps no flat statement that there were no gaps, as you

indicated in your memo and your knowledge of that trip, but there isno statement-
Mr. SLAwsoN . There I would have to say, I would not have writtenthe report that way, frankly. I think it would have been better to make
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frank recognition that we could not account for every hour of Oswald's
time by any means in Mexico .
Mr. CORNWELL . On the same subject, if I could, I would like you to

compareyour perhaps more candid statement that "the final answer to
the meaning of the Mexican trip will probably never be given", with
the language in the final Warren Commission report which appeared
on page 299 of the official version and 279 of the McGraw-Hill version,
or 278 and9which reflects
The Commission undertook an intensive investigation to determine Oswald's

purpose and activities on his journey, with specific reference to reports that
Oswald was an agent of the Cuban or Soviet Governments. As a result of its
investigation, the Commission believes it has been able to reconstruct and ex-
plain most of Oswald's actions during this time.
That again at least in tone is different from your concept of the

evidence in that field, is that correct $
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes : in tone . I don't feel as strongly about this one as

I did the one before . The statement in the report "as a result of this
investigation, the Commission believes that it has been able to recon-
struct and explain most of Oswald's actions during the time," if you
mean "most" in terms of most of the time that is wrong. If you mean
most in terms of probable actions, I think we did. Although that is
somewhat question begging because you never know what is significant
unless youknow what it is.
Mr. CORNWELL. With respect to page 83 of your original memo, there

you discuss the meaning of Oswald's letter to the Russian Embassy.
Your characterization of it near the bottom of page 83 is that "the let-
ter undoubtedly constitutes a disturbing bit of evidence and will prob-
ably never be fully explained." Then you conclude by stating that "We
think that the letter constitutes no more than a desperate, somewhat
illiterate and deranged attempt to facilitate his family's return to the
Soviet Russia ."

I would like you to compare that with page 287 of the McGraw-Hill
reprint or page 310 of the official version, particularly the last half
of the paragraph concerning what Marina Oswald could add to that
problem, which concludes by stating. 11 * * * it becomes apparent
that Oswald was intentionally beclouding the true state of affairs in
order to make his trip to Mexico sound as mysterious and important
as possible."

In other words. the lanmiaze "It becomes apparent ." or let me ask
--ou, would that be different from your concept that the import of this
letter probably never will be fully explained?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Again, I would not have chosen the word "apparent."

I would have put in there "probable." I think that is in effect my
conclusion but I wouldn't have stated it that strongly.
I think some place in my memo I make a statement to that effect .

I think I used the word "obfuscate." Anyway it is the same thing.
Mr. CoRNwELL . I would like to ask you to look at the content at the

bottom of page 3 and top of page 4 of your main memo, exhibit 22,
and also perhaps in the same lizht, the memo of yours which we have
had admitted as exhibit 28 which discusses in the first instance gen-
erally the problems with reporting everything you had learned in the
final report . and in the second instance. exhibit 28, if you could look at
tliat, a particular application of that principle .
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Mr. SLAwsoN . Youmean references to the secret Soviet Union source
having been omitted ?
Mr. CORNWELL. Yes, sir. If you would, compare the problem which

you have discussed facing, and the need in some instances to withhold
information because the very information could perhaps give away
sources and methods, with the language on page 245 of the official
version of the Warren Commission report which appears at page 226
~of the McGraw-Hill reprint. Does it not state there that "the Commis-
sion has concluded in this report all information furnished by these
agencies which the Commission relied on in coming to its conclusions
or which tended to contradict those conclusions." Then in fact clarify-
ing that in the next sentence by stating, "Confidential source's of in-
formation as contrasted with the information, itself, have in relatively
few instances been withheld ."
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes ; it conflicts in a way, but I think what the writer

in the official report is trying to say is although in some instances there
was information as opposed to just sources of information, but actual
substantial information which was not disclosed, the Commission was
able to come to its conclusions without relying upon that . My recollec-
tion is that Earl Warren tried very hard to do that .

There were very few things that couldn't be disclosed of a substan-
tive nature . Nosenko's statement, the only one I can think of offhand
andthe "information from a highly placed source in a foreign govern-
ment" that I referred to this morning in my testimony, for example,
tended to support the conclusions, not to contradict them, the con-
rlusions in the report . Therefore the Commission in the report is being
truthful when it says that it has concluded all information furnished
by those agencies which the Commission relied upon to make its con-
clusions or which tended to contradict those conclusions.

In other words, it did not have to include the information from a
highly placed source in the foreign government, for example, because
it did not contradict the conclusions here .
Mr. CORNWELL. If I could direct your attention to page 98 of exhibit

22, between 98 and 102, you discuss information concerning the testi-
mony by Mr. Pedro Guiterrez Valencia which in pertinent part con-
cerns the possible payment of sums of money to Oswald in Mexico
Citv whichhe says he observed. Is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Would youcompareyour discussion of Mr. Guiterrez

Valencia's observations as set forth in that memo with page 659 of the
official version or page 588 of the McGraw-Hill reprint, particularly on
that page the discussion of what is labeled "Speculation"-"Oswald
came back from Mexico City with $5,000" andthe following statement,
"Commission finding"-"I~o evidence has ever been supplied or ob-
tained to support this allegation."
Would not the testimony of Guiterrez Valencia support that alle-

gation ?
Mr. SLAwsow. Yes, it would. Again the Commission renort has to

be read as meaning no evidence that they believe. Otherwise it is not
true.
Mr. CORNWELL. Of course as you may recall back in volume 24 of the

official version, there is a reprint of Mr. Guiterrez Valencia's testimony
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from the main volume that this testimony does notexist.
Mr. SLAWSON . This should not have been written the way it was.

But I could have been as much at fault as anybody in putting these
things together. I didn't write this part of the report. On the other
hand, I am sure it was shown to me, so I would say I am probably
as much at fault as anyone.
Mr. CORNWELL. Again, with respect to exhibit 22 at pages 6 and 7

you discuss the possibility that Oswald might have been an agent for
the Cuban or Soviet Government, andparticularly on page 6 you state
"his circumstances and character do fit the criteria for an `agitator,'
propagandizer, or even assassin, for the Cuban Government. It follows
therefore that bits of evidence pointing toward his being an agent for
one of the latter purposes must be taken seriously."
Mr. SLAwsoN. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Is that an acknowledgement that there were both

circumstances and character traits, and bits of evidence which pointed
toward those possibilities?
Mr. SLAWSON . Yes, sure . Those presumably were those that I came

to discuss later in the same memo.
Mr. CORNWELL . Would that then be a somewhat different picture

than is painted at page 374 of the official version or 350 of the McGraw-
Hill reprint which states that "there is no credible evidence that Os-
wald was part of a conspiracy * * * no indication thathe wasaided * * *
no meaningful evidence of conspiracy * * * no evidence that the Soviet
Union or Cuba were involved in the assassination"?
Mr. SLAWSON . I can only repeat what I said before, that page 374 is

the Commission's conclusion as to what the credible evidence was.
Whereas the stuff on page 6 of my memo is a statement of evidence
at the point where we had not yet made up our mind what the credible
evidence was.
As I said earlier this was somewhere between two-thirds and three-

quarters of our investigation had been done but the remainder re-
mained to be done.
Let me put it another way. I would say the Commission report is

like a jury verdict whereas the memo you are reading from is like an
investigator's brief or report or even a prosecutor's report although
not quite. I certainly was not giving only the evidence in favor of a
conspiracy, but I had a more deliberative adoption of suspicion in
thememo. I think it was proper at that point.
Mr. CORNWELL . The memo does indicate you do have evidence indi-

cating those concepts?
Mr. SLAWSON . That is right.
Mr. CORNWELL. Where the Commission report said there was no

evidence indicating those concepts ; is that right?
Mr. SLAWsoN . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. Directing your attention to exhibit 23, which is the

memorandum that relates to the footnote supplied by the CIA. In
the last two sentences in the first paragraph you note

Generally speaking we will publish all information on which the Commission
relied in comine to its conclusions and all the information which tends to counter-
act those conclusions . Sources of information will frequently be withheld, but
the information supplied by those sources will in almost all cases be published .
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Would it be fair to state that your concepts of the fact that you
could only make those statements in terms of "generally speaking"
and "in almost all cases" do not appear in the Commission report
when they describe the fact that all information furnished is
published'?
Mr. SLnwsoN . That is right. It is not the same. I was quite aware

at the time I wrote this memo presumably that I was speaking only in
generalities and probabilities. But I think that probably was my
recognition that the decision was not mine to make.
Mr. CORNWELL. In fact, your preliminary view of this was in fact

implemented, was it not? and what really happened in the end was
just as you predicted, that all information was perhaps generally set
forth and maybe even in all cases but not universally ?
Mr. SLAWSON . It is hard to know because at the sessions at which the

Commission made their final decision, staff members were not present.
Those were executive sessions . So we on the staff-I never did find out
exactly what the Commission relied on. All I knew is that we gave
them all the information we had plus our own evaluation of the evi-
dence and evaluation of what conclusions should be drawn from it .

Finally we read the report like any member of the public did. I
forget the exact time I left Washington . I left 24 hours sooner than
most staff members did because I broke down and got the flu at the
last minute from exhaustion . My law firm also wanted me to get home.

In any event there was a week or week and a half as I remember
between the time I left Washington and the time the final report was
published. I did not get a copy until the public did.
Mr. CORNWELL, At least the examples you gave us today of the areas

in which you decided the information could not be published, it was
in fact not published?
Mr. SLAwsoN . That is correct.
Mr. CORNWELL. The report is rather voluminous ; is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. It was prepared under, I take it, rather severe pres-

sure in the final moments of your work?
Mr. SLAwsoN . Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . Apart from the kind of thing we have just been

comparing which I suppose we might describe as a change, at least
a change in tone from your view of the strength of the evidence and
the severity of problems to the way the report reads, were there other
problems in the preparation of the final report concerning the question
of its accuracy?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No, not that I can recollect .
Mr . CORNWELL . Let me show you one document and see if it will

perhaps refresh your memory.
:1-fav we mark, Mr. Chairman, a memo dated, September 22, 1964

from Mr. Slawson to Mr. Willens, subject "Pending Matters" for
identification as exhibit 30?
Mr. PREI'ER. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. Would it be fair to state, Mr. Slawson, that the

memo was prepared September 22, approximately 6 days prior to the
publication of the Warren Commission report, anddealt with the kinds
of publication problems youwere facing at that time?
Mr. SLAWSOV . Yes.
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Mr. CORNWELL. May we have exhibit 30 admitted into evidence, Mr.
Chairman, so that we may ask the witness specific questions on it?
Mr. PREYER . Without objection, exhibit 30 is admitted into evidence .
[The above referred to document, exhibit 30, was admitted into

evidence .]

To : Howard Willens .
From : W. David Slawson .
Subject : Pending matters.

JFK EXHIBIT No . 30

1 . Additional or substitute authority from FBI . Reference is made to footnote
563, page 307 of chapter VI . The FBI was simply unable to get to us in time a com-
prehensive list of the Hotel del Comercio guests who have been located and ques-
tioned . Consequently, in addition to the authority already cited, I have inserted
a phantom CE number which can be filled in with something. I believe I have
fudged the test sufficiently so that almost anything can be fitted in . (CE 3074)
2 . The cite checkers tell me that CE 2123 and in particular, attachment 5

thereto, does not have a translation with it. This was translated but before leav-
ing I was unable to locate the translation . It is not particularly important for sub-
stantive purposes but obviously the translation should be located .
3. CIA oral clearance has been given for the references to Oswald's staying at

the hotels in Helsinki, CE 2676 (portions thereof) which is footnote 479 of ap-
pendix 13. This should be coming through soon .
4. Just before he left Bert Jenner said he cleared with Stu Pollak that we

should check with State Department as to whether they had any information on
George de 11lohrenschildt's walking trip in Central America in 1960. I asked Dick
Frank for this information . The local State Department files contain nothing. He
has cabled consulates in Central America to look in their files and will report
when he gets their reports .

5. The material which Dean Rusk promised to send over in his testimony has
not yet been formally made an exhibit as was agreed during the course of his
testimony . This material is contained primarily in CD 1462, CD 1462-A, and
CD 1462-B, and somewhat in CD 1135 . Sally Hennigan has these documents and
is familiar with the material .
6 . Mrs . Henningan has tried to catch as many FBI documents as possible that

have security classification and that I have made into exhibits . She has made a
running list.
7 . When I leave I will take with me all my personal materials . I will, of course,

take nothing that has anything dealing with Commission business . I think it
,would be a good idea to leave all by materials approximately where they are,
throwing nothing away until enough time has elapsed that you are sure I will not
have to be called back for anything. After that, of course, it is up to you what
you do with all my stuff . I imagine it will be thrown away . In my own filing
system I have made no distinction between classified and unclassified material so
the only thing to do with my previous drafts in the black notebooks, for example,
if the Commission wants to keep this sort of material, would be to put it in a
classified file .

Mr. CORNWELL. Thevery first paragraph reads

SEPTEMBER 22, 1964.

W. D. S.

Additional or substitute authority from FBI. References made to footnote 563,
page 307 of chapter VI, the FBI was simply unable to get to us in time a com-
prehensive list of the Hotel del Comercio guests who have been located and ques-
tioned. Consequently in addition to the authority already cited, I have inserted
a phantom CE number which can be filled in with something. I believe I have
fudged the text sufficiently so that almost anything can be fitted in .
What was the phantom CE number?
Mr. SLAWSO\. A phantom CE number was a number that had not

yet been taken by anything, so that when the presumed report came
in they could give us that number and then have the FBI report in-
cluded in the final volume, assuming it came in in time .

This was apparently done by me because I had to leave before it
could come in.
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Mr. CORNWELL. There have been public criticisms of the Warren
Commission which concern the general subject matter of the accuracy
of footnotes and the suggestion that the text did not always coincide
with the footnotes . Does your experience, being there at the time this
process was being undertaken, indicate that those criticisms were
correct, and if so, to what extent?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I took, and I think everyone else did, as much care

as we could. But the time pressure was severe . With the mass of mate-
rial that we have I am sure that errors of numbering, and perhaps
what footnote A should have had, footnote B did, and vice versa,
occurred. I don't think that the kind of crosschecking that normally
goes into a good professional publication, for example, ever went into
this .
Mr. CORNWELL. What is your impression as to why there were the

kinds of changes in tone in the statements? Why did those occur?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I think because Earl Warren was adamant almost

that the Commission would make up its mind on what it thought was
the truth and then they would state it as much without qualification
as they could. He wanted to lay at rest doubts . He made no secret
of this on the staff . It was consistent with his philosophy as a Judge.
The Brown v. Board of Education decision you remember was

unanimous. I think he wasat great pains to make sure it was.
At one point in the report-it didn't have anything to do with

foreign conspiracy so I only was tangentially involved in it-but the
question of whether two shots out of the probable three that were
fired hit Kennedy, the question was whether or not the first shot came
before the first two or between these two or afterward . A great deal
of time was spent on that, getting a unanimous opinion from all the
Commissioners, I remember that one in particular, and all because
Earl Warren felt it was best that they make up their mind as to what
they thought the truth wasand then try to settle it .
Mr. CORNWELL. Apart from, I guess what you basically are describ-

ing as a personality trait of Earl Warren andwhat youhave previously
told us concerning his desire not to have the question of the assassina-
tion become an issue in the national election and therefore keying his
time schedule to accomplish that, was there any other motive that
you perceived bein-- in existence at the time coming perhaps from Earl
Warren or even from a higher level which would have caused the
kind of changes in tones that we are viewing here, particularly with
respect to your area of expertise, the foreign area?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No, I think that was it . You characterized it, as a

personality trait of Earl Warren. It was. I think it was almost a very
consciously adopted philosophy of his. His idea was that the prin-
cipal function of the Warren Commission was to allay doubt, if
possible . You know, possible in the sense of being honest . He thought
that it was. I suppose he did not think that an official document like
this ought to read at all tentatively, it should not be a source of public
speculation if he could possibly avoid it.
On the other hand, lie always assumed that we would publish the

background information on which we drew our conclusions so that
if anybody wanted to check our conclusions they could. Of course
people have .
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Mr. CORNWET,L. If I could ask you to look at exhibit 27. Mr. Chair-
man, may we have marked for identification exhibit 27 which is a
document reading at the top "February 1964" and is a memorandum
from Mr. Slawson to Mr. Willens styled "Letter to the Russian
Government".

lfr. PREYER . We will mark that for identification.
Mr. CORNwALL. You have previously reviewed that memo overnight

is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWALL . Would it be fair to state that that memo concerns

the subject matter of how to seek, and what extent information should
be sought, from the Russian Government?

\fr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNwrLL. May we have that document admitted as part of

the record,'AZr. Chairman?
Mr. PREYER. Without objection the exhibit is admitted in the record .
[The above referred to document, JFIi exhibit No. 27, was received

in the record .]
J11Ii EXHIBIT No. 27

['Memorandum]
To : Mr. Howard P. willens.

	

FEBRUARY 1964 .
From : Mr. w. David Slawson .
Subject:Letter to the Russian Government.

BACKGROUND
Lee Oswald spent almost three years in Russia . Almost our sole sources of

information on these years are his own writings and correspondence and Marina's
testimony. We are therefore preparing a letter to be sent to the Russian Govern-
nlent asking for additional information.
On 21 January 1964 the CIA sent us a draft of such a letter. The State Depart-

ment has commented that in its opinion the CIA draft would probably have seri-
ous adverse diplomatic effects. The State Department feels that the CIA draft
carries an inference that we suspect that Oswald might have been an agent for
the Soviet Government and that we are asking the Russian Government to docu-
ment our suspicions. The State Department feels that the Russians will not
answer a letter of this kind, at least not truthfully, and that it will also do posi-
tive harm in that they will take offense at our sending it to them . The State De-
partment proposes instead that we send a very short and simple request for
whatever information the Russians may have .

RECD \I1f ENDATIONs
My inclination at the present time is that the State Department's recommended

approach is probably preferable to the CIA's. However, I would modify the State
Department approach slightly by following the general request with a few-
very few-specific questions . These questions would be restricted to areas that
were both important to us and not such as to give material offense to the Russians.
I think that including a few specific questions might even be beneficial in that, if
we were careful in the choice of and drafting of these questions, we might suc-
cessfully convey to the Russian Government the impression that at the present
time at least we were inclined to regard Oswald as neurotically and personally
motivated in killing the President rather than being motivated by anything
connected with the Russian Government . In other words, properly chosen and
drafted specific questions might serve to allay suspicion rather than arouse it.
With the foregoing general criteria in mind, I would propose including specific

gnertions such as the following :
We would like to have
1 . Copies of all documents and records in connection with any hospitalizations

and other medieal examinations and treatments of Lee Harvey Oswald and of
llrs . Marina Oswald during her adult life, including
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(1) His treatment in October 1959 in Moscow when, according to his own diary,
he was found unconscious in his hotel room by Intourist Guide Rima Shirokova
after an attempted suicide.

(2) Any examinations or treatments made of \farina Oswald on or about
October 1961 when, according to Lee Harvey Oswald's diary, Marina Oswald
was treated for nervous exhaustion .
2. The results of any physical examinations, psychological tests or psycho-

logical examinations made at any time on Lee Harvey Oswald or Marina Os-Nvald.
3. Copies of all communications to and from Lee Harvey Oswald with any

organ or commission of the Russian Government in relation to his entering
Russia and seeking permission to reside there and in relation to his seeking
Russian citizenship during late 1939 and thereafter .
4. Copies of all correspondence to and from Lee Harvey Oswald with any

Organ or commission of the Russian Government in reference to Oswald's
efforts to leave Russia and return to the United States .
5. Copies of all correspondence to and from Marina Oswald in reference to

her attempts to leave Russia and accompany her husband to the United States .
6. Copies of the file on Lee Harvey Oswald kept by the Soviet Consulate in

Mexico City,
r . Copies of any records showing drunkenness, violence, disorderly conduct or

other abnormal behavior on the part of Oswald, whether or not criminal .
You will note that I have not asked in the foregoing questions (except for

\o. 6 and \o. i) for copies of internal memoranda minutes, etc., as does the
CIAdraft.
The following questions might be asked, but I am inclined to think that they

are not important enough to warrant probably offending the Soviet Government
by including them :
1. In the file furnished to the United States Government by the Soviet Gov-

ernment covering the correspondence between the Russian Embassy in Wash-
ington, D.C ., and Lee Harvey Oswald and Marina Oswald . there is a letter dated
July (), 1952 from \. Reznichenko, Chief of the Consular Section, to Marina
Oswald and a letter dated August 15 . 196'_' to \. Razniclienko from Marina
Oswald . Both letters refer to a "Form Card \o. 118," and the letter dated
August 15, 1962 states that the Form Card has been filled out and is enclosed .
If possible, we request that a copy of this Form Card be furnished to us at this
time.

2 . A description of Oswald's job in the \linsk Radio and Television factory,
plus copies of all employment records, union records and other job-related
activities of Lee Harvey Oswald .
3. A statement as to why Lee Harvey Oswald was not granted Russian

citizenship status by the Russian Government . Or, if Oswald was offered such
citizenship and he refused, copies of all correspondence to and from Oswald oil-
this subject.
The CIA draft includes certain inquiries on Oswald's ownership of weapons in

the Soviet Union. The CIA draft does not go on to ask about his membership in
the \linsk gun club, which would seem logically to follow in this context. David
Belin has told me that he no longer regards the issue of Oswald's marksman-
ship as of primary importance and that therefore, although he would welcome
whatever additional evidence we might obtain from the Russian Government as
to Oswald's skill with firearms, he does not feel that. this is a high-priority item .
In my opinion, the only other reason we might want to ask questions in regard to
Oswald's firearms and/or hunting activities in the Soviet. Union is to find out
whether the gun club and these activities were some sort of cover-up for sabotage
or espionage training . Certainly, if such was the case, the Russians will not
admit it nor will they furnish us any evidence from which we can document
such a conclusion on our part . Consequently, because trying to get information
as to a "cover-up" is hopeless and because the marksmanship angle is not cru-
cial, I recommend that we not. question the Russian Government on the subject
of Oswald's firearms and/or hunting activities in Russia .
Mr. COf;NWELL. Let me ask you. in connection with the preparation

of this document, do you recall a roughly contemporaneous meeting be-
tween yourself acid Mr. Dulles concerning the subject matter?
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Mr. SLAWSON . No, I don't. That doesn't mean I don't recollect it .That means I recollect there was not one.
Mr. CORNWELL . The subject matter, I suppose, in the memo concerns

a balancing of your desire, and apparently the CIA's desire, to request
specific information from the Russian Government, with the State
Department's apprehension about the possibility of antagonizing
thein. Is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON . No. I would state the balance slightly differently . The

attempt on my part and the CIA's, I think, was simply to obtain in-
formation in a way that would be most likely to get true information
and complete information. The State Department, I think, was also
concerned with that, but in addition concerned with not giving great
offense to the Russians. As I say on page 1 of the document, No. 27,
"The State Department feels that the Russians will not answer a let-
ter of this kind, at least not truthfully, and it will also do positive
harm in that they will take offense at our sending it to them."

I apparently read the State Department's response as saying, "You
people are not going to help yourselves by this kind of letter as well as
do some harm by creating a ininor international incident."

NIr. CORNWELL . Let me direct your attention to the very last page,
pave. ci. That page seems to concern a very specific request which the
CIA had sugr;ested and that was with respect to Oswald's ownership
of weapons in the Sox-iet Union.
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORN `vTi.L . The request was dropped, is that accurate?
Mr. SLAWSON . My only recollection is what I read here but certainly

that, is what I seem to be saying in this memo.
Mr. CORNWELL. It was dropped in part because, I gather, David

Belin had told you that he no longer regarded the issue of Oswald's
marksmanship as of prime importance, is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON . That is correct .
Mr. CORNWELL. This memo was prepared in February 1964?
Mr. SLAWSON . That is correct. I know it was fairly early on and

that is what it says, February 1964. So presumably that is right.
Mr. CORNWELL.4 You conclude based upon that information from

Mr. Belin that "consequently, I recommend that we not question the.
Russian Government on the subject of Oswald's firearms and/or hunt-
ing activities in Russia'" . Is that correct?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I think so, yes. That seems to come throu_h here .
Mr. CORN11MLL . Did David Belin speak to you or Mr. Dulles about

the problems in this area?
Mr. SLAWSON . I don't know. I would guess that probably what

happened here is that Dave Belin did not speak to Dulles directly,
but Belin and I probably spoke, or Belin and Coleman or Joe Ball,
who was also working with Dave Belin, and it was on the basis of
those conversations that this memo was written.
Mr. CORNWELL . I am sorry, I don't have it to show you, but our

research reflects that there vas another memo in the files reflecting
the fact that you lead a conversation with Mr. Dulles on or about
January 31, shortly prior to the, preparation of this memo, concerning
the subject matter of the memo. But you don't recall the conversation?
Mr. SLAwsoN . I don't recall the conversation . Presumably of course

there wasone.
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Mr. CORNWELL . Did Mr. Belin ever change his view as to the
relevance or necessity of obtaining this type of information?
Mr. SLAWSO.. Not to my recollection, no . There is possibly a mis-

understanding between us on this point. My recollection of what I
meant when I said Dave Belin is telling me he no longer regards the
issue of Oswald's marksmanship as of primary importance is not
whether Oswald's good or bad marksmanship is not important but
he had apparently found other evidence indicating that Oswald could
have become a sufficiently good marksman by what happened in
this country, or what had happened in the Marine Corps before he
went to Russia, so that it was no longer of primary importance whether
or not he had grin training in Russia .
Mr. CORNWELL. In other words, your understanding was that he was

willing to forego any inferences that could be derived from getting
details about Oswald's handling of guns in Russia?
Mr. SLAWSON . For his purposes, which is Oswald's marksmanship,

yes.
Mr. CORNWELL . It is your memory that he never changed that view ?
Mr. SLAwsov . I have no memory on it one way or another.
Mr. CORNR'ELL. Did you ever secure the information about the Minsk

Gun Club?
Mr. SLAWSO:v . I don't remember . We of course did get a reply from

Russia with quite a few documents in it . My recollection now is that
they were mostly medical documents . We had a lot of stuff from the
Botkinskaya Hospital and various communications between Oswald
from Minsk and the Russian Government and the American-no, just
the Russian Government in Moscow in connection with his seeking
permission to leave and taking Marina with him and that was about
all .
My recollection is that there would have been nothing on this Minsk

stuff, the gun club stuff.
Mr. CORNWELL . In the McGraw-Hill edition on page 180 there is a

section styled "Oswald's Rifle Practice Outside the Marines". One of
the sentences under that reads, "While in Russia Oswald obtained a
hunting license, joined a hunting club and went hunting about six
times, as discussed more fully in Chapter VI." On page 182 in the con-
clusion part of that chapter there is a sentence that reads, "Oswald's
Marine training in marksmanship, his other rifle experience, and his
established familiarity with this particular weapon show he possessed
ample capability to commit the assassination."
At pages 251 and 252 there are statements that "Oswald's member-

ship in the hunting club while he was in the Soviet Union has been a.
matter of special interest to the Commission." It appears I assume from
that that the Commission did draw inferences from the Minsk Gun
Club routine in connection with the question of Oswald's marksman-
ship . Would thatbe correct?
Mr. SLAwsox. No, I don't think so . There was certainly nothing in

his being in a gun club in Russia that would detract from' his marks-
manship. As I recollect it, Dave Belin felt that you didn't need to
posit any special training by Oswald in Russia in order to account for
the fact that he was probably a good enough marksman to have hit
Kennedy from the position, et cetera .
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Mr. CORNwrLL. Do you recall 'Mr. Liebeler earlier raising the issue
near the publication date that in fact the 'Minsk Gun Club data in-
dicated use of shotguns and not rifles at all?'
Mr . SLAWSON . -No, I don't recollect that . -Now that you mentioned it,

that would seem to me probably, even at the time . I have hunted,
mvself, a little . I have always used a shotgun. I never have gone after
deer. My recollection of the sort of hunting that he probably did in
Russia was for birds.
Mr. CORNWELL. What inference do you think is appropriate to draw

from this chain of events? The fact that the possible inference from the
Minsk Gun Club event could relate to the issue of marksmanship, the
fact that the information Nvas not sought because of international rela-
tions considerations, and the fact that nevertheless the Warren Com-
mission makes statements on the subject matter anddrawsthe inference
which was initially contemplated?
Mr. SLAWRON. I don't draw the chain of conclusions I think you are

there. The first two parts of what you read me from the McGraw-Hill
edition of the report I think were from the rumor section, weren't they?
Mr. CORNWELL. Let me hand you the McGraw-Hill volume and let

you look at the same pages. I read from page 180.
.1Ir . SLAwSnN . Right, OX. While in Russia Oswald went hunting

six times and discussed chapter 6.
lfr. CopNwELL. The next page I read from was 182.
Mr. SLAwsov . "OK Oswald's marine training in marksmanship, his

other rifle experience and his established familiarity with this partic-
ular weapon show that he possessed ample capability to commit the
assassination."
The first one I read obviously does refer to his hunting in Russia .

182 doesn't.
Mr. CORNWELL. And the final one I read from was 251-252.
Mr. SLAWSON . "Once he was accepted as a resident alien in the Soviet

Union, Oswald wasgiven considerable benefits"-excuse me, "Oswald's
membership in the hunting club while he was in the Soviet Union has
been a matter of special interest to the Commission."
I don't know, what can I say? They did at one point, the first of those

three things I read, include his experience, his presumed experience as
a hunter in Russia, as something that would help to explain his being
an adequate marksman to kill the President, yes. I mean I don't think
that that is being inconsistent even if you assume that the Commission
at the time they wrote that had in mind my statements back in this
memo which is, of course, a lot to assume .

This memo to Howard Willens about the letter to the Russian Gov-
erninent was a procedural matter to which the Commission members
had access and probably saw but I doubt that they saw it when the
final time came to write the report .

lIr. CORNWELL . One inference which might be drawn for purposes of
discussion from the chain of events is that the Warren Commission
-would, if necessary, have opted for the alternative of writing up its
preconceived or initiallv conceived inference, which in this case would
be David Belin's conclusions on the marksmanship issue, rather than
tak- a. chance on disrupting delicate foreign relations.
What I want to ask you is, is that a proper inference, as to something

that you experienced more widely than this one instance or is it an
example of an abnormal situation at that time



Mr. SLAWso\ . Let me try to reconstruct what I assume to be the
Commission's thinking process going into that .
We had pretty good evidence that Oswald had been a member of a

hunting club at some time in Russia . The best evidence we had was
simply Jlarina's statement he was. I think we had a statement from
other people testifying before the Commission that when he came back
at some point or other he might have mentioned to them he was in
a gun club in Russia .
There wasn't really much doubt about that. Therefore, it seems to

me it is perfectly fair to mention that when someone says, was this man
a good enough marksman, among other things you could mention is
that he enjoyed hi sting, he was familiar with guns. Even if it was
only a shotgun, nevertheless there is some correlation, I assume, be-
tween how good you were with a shotgun and with a rifle on a moving
target.
Now what we presumably would have gotten, what we hope we

would get from the Russians on the gun club or hunting club was
more than that . This is why finally we decided there is no way to get
it . What we were most suspicious about or the worst possibility that
tnight have happened was that this was some kind of coverup for train-
ing of assassins. I think that is why the State Department thought the
Russians would take offense at it. If that is so, you can be certain the
Russians would not have come back with a document of "Yes, here is
the method of training assassins here." So it would have been an
exercise in futility to ask the Russians to come across with that kind
of information.
Mr. CORNWELL. So, the short answer I guess is that you don't draw

the inference that I suggest might be possible because you felt it was
an explainable chain of events based upon what evidence was neces-
sary, is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON . Yes. For marksmanship purposes I think it was

perfectly proper and honest for the Warren report to refer to the
Minsk Gun Club. But at the beginning of the investigation I was in-
terested in it not primarily for that reason but for the reason that it
inight have been acoverup for something more sinister.
Mr. CORNWELL . Are there any other examples where the possibility

of wanting to avoid sensitive areas of international relations, diplo-
inatic relationships, prevented you from securing the kind of evidence
that youwould have liked or that you felt wasnecessary? .
Mr. SLAWSON . There was one other area that mayhave involved that

among other things. Sylvia Turada de Duran, who was the clerk at the
CubanEmbassy in Mexico City, was taken into custody by the Mexican
police very soon after the assassination and questioned, my recollec-
tion is, for about 3 days. All this happened before the Warren Com-
mission was formed . We got a report from the Russian police and that
report is in this memo, No. 22 .
We would have liked to questioned her further. When I sap we,

members of the staff, Coleman and myself and Howard Willens
thought it would be a good idea. too. But when I talked to the CIA
about it and later when we went down to Mexico City I remember
talking to officials . I believe we. even talked to the Mexican officials at
the time, one of them being Echevarria who later became President.
He was Minister of Security when -we went down there. The upshot of
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all those conversations wasthat she had suffered a nervous breakdown,
possibly because of the arrest and questioning, and that she was in
hiding and only her husband knew where she was and he would not
let her speak to anyone in connection with this.

Nevertheless, the CIA told me that they might be able to persuade
her husband to permit us to question her, even including possibly
firing her back to Washington. But it would be very difficult-well,
Earl Warren decided not to follow up on that if she was not willing
to come willingly . He did not want to apply pressure on her. Insofar as
I understood his reasons for that, they were partly feeling that we
ought not to put pressure on her, the American Government did not
want to involve itself further at that point.
But primarily he just felt he did not want to put severe pressure

on an individual and I think he was ashamed that already interroga-
tion had caused her to have a nervous breakdown. He did not want
to get involved in anything remotely like torture.
Mr. CORNWELL . I am sorry I don't have a copy of it to show you. We

have ordered it but not vet received it . But it has been reported to
us by our research staff that in the L.B.J. Library in Austin there is
a memo prepared by, or reflecting a conversation between, Mr. Hoover
and the White, House. Walter Jenkins. The conversation reflects that
Hoover made the following statement : "The thing I am most con-
corned about, and Mr. Katzenbach, is having something issued so
that they can convince the public that Oswald is the reap assassin,"
the conversation occurring November 24, 1963, 2 days after the as-
sassination. Furthermore, Mr. Hoover also stated, "Mr. Katzenbach
thinks the President might appoint a Presidential Commission of
three outstanding citizens to make a determination . I countered with
the suggestion that we make an investigative report to the Attorney
General with pictures, laboratory work, et cetera . And then the At-
torney General can make the report to the President and the Presi-
dent can decide whether to make it public ."
The final sentence in the memo reads, the final statement by Mr.

Hoover:"I felt that, in other words, the investigation by the FBI was
better because there are several aspects which would complicate our
foreign relations if we followed the Presidential Commission route."

First, let me ask you, would this concern, that apparently was dis-
cussed between the head of the FBI andthe White House 2 days after
the assassination, of convincing the public that "Oswald is the real
assassin" and "avoiding complicating our foreign relations," would
that, wasthat conceptknown to you at thetime?
Mr. SLAWSON . NO ; not other than as it is reflected in memos like

this number 27 .
Mr. CORNWELL. Would that type of concern at those levels have

been consistent with the obstacles you encountered in attempting to
secure various types of evidence in the foreign conspiracy field?

`Ir. SLAwsoN. No ; I suppose it would not be . There is an obvious
conflict . You are following evidence wherever it leads logically. Oc-
casionally you are going to ruffle people and that obviously includes
foreign heads of state anddiplomats and so on.
Mr. CORNWELL . I am not sure I phrased the question or you under-

stood the way I meant it, but that concern, would it have been con-
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sistent with the obstacles you encountered, of Earl Warren's desire
not to have Duran come back, not to go to the Swiss to get informa.
Lion from the Cubans, theother examples we discussed?
Mr. SLnwsov. Yes ; that may have played a larger role in the con-

sideration than I thought at the time .
Mr. CorxivELL. Finally, let me ask you, do you know specifically

what was meant by the words "several aspects," in other words, the
concept, "I felt this was better because there are several aspects [in
other words] of a potential investigation which would complicate our
foreign relations?" Specifically what areas were they concerned about?
Mr. SLnwso v. That was Hoover speaking, is that right?
I can only guess of course but presumably Hoover had information

even at that early date that Oswald had been down to Mexico and
spoken to the Cuban and Russian Embassies. Of course lie knew that
Oswald had been a defector to Russia and would return . I assume
therefore that he was thinking of the Cuban and Russian Govern-
ments but probably in particular the Cuban Government . Obviously
Cuba would have known about Oswald's Fair Play for Cuba activities .
We have FBI reports on that . So I would guess we had in mind espe-
cially Cuba but also Russia . He thought that probably this evidence
indicated some possible involvement with those countries and that it
would be bad public relations, bad international diplomatic relations,
to arouse suspicion .
Mr. CORNWELL. To what extent, if any, do you believe it would have

been possible if the CIA, and of course from the memo we can assume
the FBI, were aware of these considerations-to what extent could
they have tailored their report to you to be sure that even though the
Presidential Commission was formed, that you did not "tip whatever
boat" it was that they were worried about?
Mr. SL1wsoN. Well, if the two agencies worked together on that,

their ability would have been considerable. If they worked separately
they still would have had some ability to do that . I testified this
morning we were inescapably dependent upon the CIA especially for
some aspects of the investigation . Looking back though, remember the
CIA was on my side in getting that authenticating information from
Russia . They wanted me to do it . My recollection is that I did not
discuss with them the fact that Earl Warren had told me not to, but
the CIA was also willing to help us persuade Mrs. Duran's husband
to get her to come back . They were on the side, in other words, of going
ahead in spite of ruffling international relations.
Mr. CORNwFLL. You testified earlier that you and Mr. Rocca had

had conversations concerning CIA's involvement with anti-Castro
groups, is that correct?
Mr. SLAWSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNWELL. I believe you told us that your understanding of his

personality was that he was very much opposed to Castro?
Mr. SL_1WSON. Yes.
Mr . Cox.NwELT,. What inference do you draw or did you draw if you

compared those facts with your considerations of the anti-Castro
Cuban motive matter that you also told us about? In other words, you
considered as part of your investigation that the anti-Castro Cubans
would have had a motive for the assassination? You told us that Mr.
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Rocca admitted the CIA's close connection with the anti-Castro
Cubans. You told us that Mr. Rocca himself had personally the same
type of feeling the anti-Castro Cubans would have .
V Mr . SLAWSON. Against Castro, right.
Mr. CORNR'ELL. Did that cause yon to question the reliability of the

informationyou were- receiving from the CIA?
Mr. SLAwsoN . No. In a sense everything I tried to take into consid-

eration, so everything was a cause for questioning . But in terms of
coming to a conclusion in my own mind about the reliability of the
information supplied us, no, I concluded that Rocca's strong anti-
Castro feeling did not bias or did not prevent him from being an
honest investigator .

I think he was and I am still convinced that he was. On the other
hand of course it affected his judgment . I think he would probably
to this day think that maybe there is a substantial possibility at least
that Castro had something to do with it .
Mr. CORNWELL. But you did not draw the inference that because of

similiarity of motives that the CIA may have been wittingly or other-
wise involved in the type of activity you hypnotized, the anti-Castro
setup of Oswald, and therefore would be tailoring the information
that he was providing to you on those subject matters?
Mr. SLAwsoN. No. I don't think that I entertained very long the

possibility that Rocca or anybody else I had known in the CIA was in-
volved in any way in killing Kennedy.
Mr. CoRN«'ELL . Perhaps I overphrased the question . I did not mean

Rocca, as much as information coming from CIA on the subject
matter whichwas funneled to you.
Mr. SLAwsoN . I guess I am having trouble getting the crux of your

question because the possibility that the anti-Castro Cubans con-
tained people who were ruthless or desperate enough to kill Kennedy
in order to serve their own end I felt was a very real one. Apparently,
from all I knew they contained a lot of desperate ruthless people . I
did not have that feelin-- about the CIA. Now I tried to keep an open
mind so that any place I came upon evidence that would point toward
somebody I would investigate it and that included the CIA as a
possible nest of assassins.
My judgment of their character and so on was far different, I think,

from the judgment I made of the anti-Castro Cuban conspiracy
groups in the United States.
Mr. CORN-WELL.I have one final question. Do You have any knowl-

edge of the use of any electronic surveillance after the assassination
in order to acquire information concerning what caused it in the
first instance?
Mr. SLAwsoN. Wait. Use of electronic surveillance after the

assassination in order to
Mr. CORNWELL . Secure evidence of the manner in which the assassi-

nation may have been planned and carried out.
Mr. SrAWSON . Here or abroad?
Mr. CORNWELL. Here.
Mr. SLAWSON . No.
Mr. CopNwE7.L . What about abroad? I take it by your answer you

do not feel free to discuss that?
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cautioned very strongly not to disclose and I have not been released
from it .
Mr. CORNWELL. I have no further questions.
Mr. PREYER . Thank you. Are there any questions from the panel?

Mr. Devine .
Mr. DEVINE.No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PREYER . Mr. Dodd.
Mr. DODD . No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Ifr. llcKrnNEY. I have one brief question . It interests me as to how

we got from what you did and what everyone else did to what you have
sitting in front of you. Who dictated or put it together or typed it orwhat?
Mr. SLAWSOr. It was obviously a group project but the principal

authors I think were Howard Willens, Norman Redlich and Al Gold-
berg, all of them staff members. That is my recollection .

Air. 1VIcKiNNEY . If I were working with you and you and I were
workingwith Coleman and we do our affidavit and we sent it off some-
where andyou are back in Denver at that point, you don't even see the
final result .
Mr . SLAwsox. That is right.
Mr. 'NIcKINNEY. From what I know of the Commission they met

sporadically as a full group. From having tried to wade through what
counsel has given us on these reports and the Warren Commission
report itself, what I have taken as a very objective document his-
torically from my point of view, has suddenly become a very sub-
jective document . Someone took Dave Slawson's stuff and rewrote it
and said here it is . Is that a fair judgment on my part?
Mr. SLAWSON. I don't know how to assess how subjective . In matters

of tone it obviously is . I still think an attempt was made to keep it
objectively accurate . Yet, I did cut loose at a certain point and figure
I have done all I can and I just hope that everything comes out the
-Nvay it should, and come back to private life .
Mr. McKINNEY . Let me ask you a personal question . You practice

law in Colorado and pick up and read this thing. You spent 16-hour
days and were living from a hotel in Washington, I assume, and
working for a greater cause. Did you read this with a sense of disap-
pointment, satisfaction, questioning, or just what the hell can you
expect?
Mr. SLA«'SO-. Generally one of satisfaction . First, it may sound odd

to ~:av so but to this day I have never read it from cover to cover.
Mr. llcKTN-,Ey. Fine . I don't think anyone really has. Some of our

researchers here I think cut it up in sections .
Mr. SLAWSOY. I read parts of it in the beginning. Then I turned to

parts which were my own particular expertise to see what happened
to them. My recollection is that my first reaction was a sense of dis-
appointment. I think mostly egotistical, they were shorter than they
should have been . I thought my sections were more important. I did
not see anything inaccurate in them. Mr. Cornwell pointed out this one
thing about the $5,000, for example. That slipped by me until you
pointed it out a few minutes ago. That is a minor inaccuracy but it is
an inaccuracy . I just did not see it at the time . So my answer is gen-
erally I was quite satisfied.
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Mr. '.LNTCKI\\EY. I think it is a general historical opinion among200 ,
million Americans that this is something that was very objectively
done by a group of our most distinguished leaders. That is why I ask
the question about what they had done to your work .
Mr. SLAwsoN. This was a somewhat new experience to me too. I had

been on a student law review and seen my work edited by someone else
and not come out exactly the way I put it in but I never had been on a
thing approaching this with the number of people involved and the
emotional and personal pressures that everyone felt . At first I was sur-
prised at how little control all of us on the staff had over what was
finally going in. Then I quickly realized this is the way it had to be,
what we would expect, andto my knowledge nothing was falsified, but
the general shape and tone of the document was going to be something
that others did.
Mr. MCKTNNEY. One last personal opinion since you have been so

kind . One of the reasons that I argued for this committee being estab-
lished was that I felt th;)t the Warren Commission was under ex-
tremely undue pressure-No. 1, one of the most popular leaders as-
sassinated . Because assassinations are extremely politically motivated
in Europe, historically they have been aimed at starting something or
doing something. There was good historical information that the Eu-
ropeans were concerned we might be becoming a bit of a banana re-
public, all of those pressures plus the election and everything else . Do
you feel we have a better chance of getting at the truth now than you
did under pressure?
Mr. SLAWSON . No. To be truthful, I think the historical moment has

passed . For good or bad history is not going to get much more than we
have rizlit there.
Mr. MCKiNNEY . Thank you very much .
Mr. PREYER. Mr. Slawson, we certainly appreciate your being here

today and your very straightforward testimony. We wlll excuse you at
this time. I hone you have amnle time to avoid the rash hour traffic to
Dulles and will make your flight without any problem. Thank you
again.
Mr. SLAWSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman . I am glad to have been of -

help.
Mr. PREYER. Mr. Liebeler, if you are ready to proceed we will swear

you at this time. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about,
to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth
so help you God?
Mr. LTEBFLFR . Ido.
'Mr. PRFYFR . Thank you, Mr. Liebeler. I understand that the com-

mittee rules have been Given to yon and a copy of those are before you.
Mfr. T,TEBFLFR. That, is correct, yes.
Mr. PRF i-ER . At this time I will make a brief statement concerning

the subject of the investigation.
House resolution 222 mandates the committee "to conduct a fill

and complete investigation and stndv of the circumstances surround-
ing the assassination and death of President John F. Kennedy, in-
cludinm determininm whether existing laws of the TJnited States con-
cerning the prolection of the President and the investigatory juris-
diction and capability of agencies and departments are adequate in




